COMMENCEMENT

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

DECEMBER 15-16, 2017 | CFE ARENA | ORLANDO, FL
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution widely recognized as America’s leading partnership university. With more than 66,000 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States. In addition to its impressive size and quality, UCF is ranked as a best-value university by The Princeton Review and Kiplinger’s, as well as one of the nation’s most affordable colleges by Forbes. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn, and succeed.

A Foundation For Success

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 212 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus, 10 regional locations, and online program. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Regional campuses are located throughout Central Florida and include a fully accredited College of Medicine in the Medical City at Lake Nona. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees, and graduate certificates.

By the Numbers

UCF offers 93 bachelor’s, 86 master’s, 27 research doctorates, three professional doctorates, and three specialist degree programs, and it leads all universities in Florida by conferring nearly 16,000 degrees a year. In fall 2016, the freshman class had an average SAT two-score of 1262, The Burnett Honors College enrolled nearly 1,700 students, and the number of incoming National Merit Scholars ranked UCF among the top 30 colleges and universities in the nation.

Top-Ranked College Education

UCF is an academic, partnership, and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care, and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the nation’s number 2 game school by The Princeton Review.

Knight Life

Home to Spectrum Stadium and the CFE Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student housing is abundant, as are on-campus events and activities. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni. The UCF Downtown Campus, scheduled to open in fall 2019, will provide innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health information technology.
Dear Graduates:

I congratulate you on earning your degrees, a big achievement for you and your families!

We often say that the future of UCF and Orlando is big, and today I encourage you to think and dream big about your future.

Your university education will be of immeasurable benefit to you for the rest of your lives. As you leave UCF, or continue your education here, keep your intellectual curiosity that got you this far, and never stop learning.

Use your knowledge, talent, and degree to their fullest, and you will help to make a better future for our society.

Remember your friends, family, and faculty members who helped you to grow intellectually, emotionally, and socially. And give back to your university for the benefit of future students whose lives and livelihoods will be transformed here.

I believe everyone has potential. And, when all of us unleash our full potential together, anything is possible.

Best wishes for a lifetime of success and satisfaction.

Cordially yours,

John C. Hitt
President

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Institution
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Prelude

The Processional
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The Faculty
The Baccalaureate and Graduate Candidates

Convening of the Commencement

The National Anthem

Opening Remarks and Introductions
John C. Hitt, President
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The Deans
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Student Body Representative
Alumni Association Representative

Alma Mater

The Recessional
The Platform Party
The Faculty
The Graduate and Baccalaureate Candidates

Andrew Walker, Organist
Jose Velez, Vocalist
David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle, Bagpipers
Reader by ROMAGNA Company
Sign Language Interpreter by Interpretek
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* Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called. Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

As a courtesy to the graduates and families being recognized today, we ask that you remain in your seat until all graduates have crossed the platform.

The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration, and student body in honoring our graduates.
College of Education and Human Performance, College of Health and Public Affairs, and Rosen College of Hospitality Management
December 15, 2017 – 9:00 a.m.

Platform Party

Grand Marshal .................................................................................................................................... Dr. Carolyn Hopp
Commencement Speaker ............................................................................................................................. The Honorable David Simmons
President .................................................................................................................................................. Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ...................................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations .......................................................................................... Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel ........................................................................................................ Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ........................................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Communications and Marketing .................................................................................... Mr. Grant Heston
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................................... Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ........................................... Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ............................................................................................. Dr. John F. Schell
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ...................... Dr. Elizabeth Dooley
Interim Dean, The Burnett Honors College ................................................................................................. Dr. Martin Dupuis
Dean, College of Education and Human Performance ................................................................................ Dr. Pamela S. Carroll
Interim Dean, College of Health and Public Affairs .................................................................................... Dr. José B. Fernández
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management ....................................................................................... Dr. Abraham Pizam
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................................. Ms. Woody Walker
Student Government Association President ................................................................................................. Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative .............................................................................................................. Dr. Claire Knox
Staff Council Representative .................................................................................................................... Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux

Commencement Speaker

David Simmons is a Republican member of the Florida State Senate, who was first elected to the chamber in 2010. Simmons previously served as a member of the Florida House of Representatives from 2000 to 2008.

Simmons is a leader in solving the major challenges facing Florida. He has been called the Legislature’s problem solver; the definition of substance over style; and the work horse of the Florida Legislature.

His signature legislation includes a law that gives elementary school children additional daily intensive reading instruction, a law that significantly reduced homelessness in Florida, and Florida’s 2016 comprehensive water protection act. Championing UCF, he has been responsible for funding the university’s renowned Interactive Entertainment Academy; the Florida BRIDG project; and, along with Senate President Andy Gardner, UCF Downtown.

Simmons’ public service has earned him well-deserved recognition. He has received the Legislator of the Year Award from Mothers Against Drunk Driving and the Florida School Board Association, the Legislative Champion Award from the Florida Sheriff’s Association, the Legislative Appreciation Award from the Florida League of Cities, and many other honors.

He is the financial managing partner of DSK Law, one of the largest law firms in Central Florida.

Simmons graduated first in his class from Tennessee Technological University with a major in mathematics, and he earned his law degree at Vanderbilt University.
College of Arts and Humanities, College of Graduate Studies, 
College of Nursing, College of Sciences, and College of Undergraduate Studies 
December 15, 2017 – 2:30 p.m. 

Platform Party

Grand Marshal ............................................................................................................................. Dr. Joseph Harrington
Commencement Speaker ........................................................................................................ The Honorable Ray Gilley
President ........................................................................................................................................ Dr. John C. Hitt
Provost and Executive Vice President ................................................................................... Dr. A. Dale Whittaker
Senior Vice President for University Relations ................................................................. Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck
Vice President and General Counsel .................................................................................... Mr. Scott Cole
Vice President for Student Development and Enrollment Services ................................... Dr. Maribeth Ehasz
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ................................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Vice President for Administration and Finance and Chief Financial Officer ................. Mr. William F. Merck II
Vice President and Executive Chief of Staff ........................................................................ Dr. John F. Schell
Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies .... Dr. Elizabeth Dooley
Interim Dean, The Burnett Honors College ........................................................................... Dr. Martin Dupuis
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities .................................................................................. Mr. Jeffrey Moore
Chair, Department of Nursing Practice, College of Nursing ............................................. Dr. Maureen Covelli
Dean, College of Sciences ..................................................................................................... Dr. Michael Johnson
Alumni Representative .......................................................................................................... Dr. Andre Garcia
Student Government Association President .......................................................................... Mr. Nicholas R. Larkins
University Faculty Representative ......................................................................................... Dr. Stella Sung
Staff Council Representative ................................................................................................. Ms. Jamie LaMoreaux
Order of Pegasus ..................................................................................................................... Ms. Emily Patricia Herrington
Order of Pegasus ..................................................................................................................... Ms. Sabrina Jerome

Commencement Speaker

Raymond Gilley is the president of the Decide DeKalb Development Authority of DeKalb County, Georgia. He leads a professional team to deliver comprehensive economic development services designed to increase high-wage jobs and capital investment in DeKalb County.

Prior to joining Decide DeKalb, Gilley was Chief Executive Officer at Solodev, a leading provider of content management software used by corporations to maximize their online presence. He also served as president of Metro Orlando Economic Development Commission and, along with his team, produced 41,300 high-wage jobs and $2.69 billion in capital investment between 2001 and 2010.

Gilley serves on many civic and economic boards in Georgia. He formerly served Central Florida by his participation in Florida TaxWatch, BBVA Compass Central Market, Orlando Health, and Leesburg Regional Medical Center. He is past chair of Workforce Florida and the Florida Economic Development Council.

The University of Central Florida has also been the beneficiary of Gilley’s civic engagement. He served for eight years on the UCF Board of Trustees. In that capacity, he chaired the Nominating and Governance Committee, and he served as the board representative on the Golden Knights Direct Support Organization.

Gilley received his bachelor’s degree in marketing from Florida State University.
Commencement Speaker

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar ruled college basketball in his day, which was only a prelude to his historic professional career. His accomplishments in the NBA are arguably the most awesome in league history: Rookie of the Year, member of six NBA championship teams, six-time NBA Most Valuable Player, and many more.

Among the most famous basketball players in the world, he was elected to the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame in 1995.

Abdul-Jabbar is also a world-class author, actor, film-maker, and advocate for social justice. He has been a regular contributor to discussions about race and religion, and he has championed the fight against hunger and illiteracy.

His intellect, passion, and commitment have been recognized with many awards and honors. He was named a cultural ambassador for the United States by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. President Obama appointed him to the President’s Council on Fitness, Sports, and Nutrition. And in 2016, he received our nation’s highest civilian honor, the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

Abdul-Jabbar has also been a welcome advocate for UCF. His support for the DeVos Sport Business Management program has been personal and effective, and he has been a mentor to UCF student athletes.

A graduate of the University of California-Los Angeles, he has been the recipient of several honorary degrees, most recently a Doctor of Humanities degree from Princeton University.
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

IRENE LUCY PYNN
Text and Technology
Major Advisor: Dr. Martha Brenkle

College of Business Administration

KAZEEM OLALEKAN AKINYELE
Business
Major Advisor: Dr. Vicky Arnold

YUE LIU
Business
Major Advisor: Dr. Xin He

College of Education and Human Performance

KATHRYN LOBNITZ ANDERSON
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

CLAUDINE CLAIRE BENTHAM
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen King

MICHAEL THOMAS CALLAHAN
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen King

NICOLE HAMMOND CARRASQUEL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Marcela Farina

ANDEL PIERRE FILS-AIME
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado

SABRINA AMIEL KALISH GORDON
Curriculum and Instruction
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

JOSHUA MARK GUILLEMETTE
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo
Major Advisor: Dr. Bonnie Swan

JULIANA LEE GULLY
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenda Gunter

KIMMERLY KENYATTA HARRELL
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique A. Puig

EUGENE PRINGLE, JR.
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Storey

PAMELA J. RESNICK
Education
Major Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Kent-Walsh

ANDREW C. SHEPHERD
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosemarye Taylor

HALEY GROVES WINSTON
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Rosa Cintrón Delgado
College of Engineering and Computer Science

MOHAMMAD AHMADIAN
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Dan Marinescu

HAIDER M. K. MAHDI FAWZI AL-JELAWY
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin R. Mackie

YASIR FAROUK YOUSUF AL-LEBBAN
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin R. Mackie

MOHAMMED BASINGAB
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo

HATIM A. BUKHARI
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo

OZAN CELIK
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. F. Necati Catbas

XUNCHAO CHEN
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Jun Wang

HAIDER HASSAN KHUDHAIR DARWASH
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin R. Mackie

BASSEM FAREED FELEMBAN
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ali P. Gordon

DANIEL MANOEL-FERREIRA GEIYER
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey L. Kauffman

AMIR GOLSHANI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Wei Sun

ENAS FAWZI KHAIRULLAH
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Mainak Chatterjee

XIAOQING LI
Chemical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Changxiao Sun

TRAVIS PAUL MEADE
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Shaojie Zhang

OMAR AHMED YOUSIF NAKHILA
Computer Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Cliff C. Zou

BEHNAZO JAVANASHGARI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Charles E. Hughes

ANTONIYA K. PETKOVA
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Narsingh Deo

RAY OTTO PRATHER
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

YANGYANG QIAO
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yuanli Bai

ROUHOLLAH RAHNAMATIZADEH
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Lotzi Bölöni

LUIS MANUEL RODRIGUEZ CORDOVES
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Donald C. Malocha
ALIREZA SANI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Azadeh Vosoughi

YINA WU  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mohamed Abdel-Aty

KHURRAM SOOMRO  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

HAN XIAO  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dingbao Wang

NASIM SOULY  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

XUHONG ZHANG  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jun Wang

GONZALO VACA CASTANO  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Niels Da Vitoria Lobo  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mubarak Shah

YANG ZHAO  
Civil Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Omer Tatari

College of Health and Public Affairs

ORVILLE LAWRENCE CLAYTON  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas T. H. Wan

LLOYD DURAN  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ana M. Leon

College of Medicine

SAMBUDHA BASU  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoon-Seong Kim

MARISA ANN FUSE  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Cristina Fernandez-Valle

HILLARY NICOLE BENGTSON  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dmitry Kolpashchikov  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kyle Rohde

SARAH BETH GITTO  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Deborah A. Altomare

ANA CAROLINA MARTINI  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Annette Khaled

CAROLINA RODRIGUES FELIX  
Biomedical Sciences  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kyle Rohde
College of Nursing

JULIE JOO ALBAN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Norma Conner

MAXINE M. HICKS  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Chase

NICOLE JACQUELINE JOHNSON  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

DIANE PAGANO  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Norma Conner

ANNE WHITWORTH ROBBINS  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Angela Ritten

CAROLYN GRANT SCOTT  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

CATHLEEN ANN MARIE WHEATLEY  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Diane Andrews

College of Optics and Photonics

MILAD AKHLAGHI BOUZAN  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aristide Dogariu

HAIWEI CHEN  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

BIN HUANG  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Guifang Li

LAURA J. SISKEN  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Richardson

YANG WANG  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zenghu Chang

RUIDONG ZHU  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shin-Tson Wu

College of Sciences

HUSSAIN ABOUELKHAIR  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Peale

MAHA KADHIM SALMAN AL TAMEEMI  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Andres Campiglia

SHANNON KYLE TEDDER BAILEY  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Sims

NICHOLAS WAYNE FRAULINI  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Szalma

KEYTON JAMES KALAKEWICH  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Harper

MAHTAB AHMAD KHAN  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael N. Leuenberger

IAN CHRISTOPHER KUTCH  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenneth M. Fedorka

CARLOS EDUARDO LEDEZMA  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dmitry M. Kolpashchikov
JENNIFER FUNG-MING LOUIE
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mustapha Mouloua

ABIGAIL M. MALICK
Sociology
Major Advisor: Dr. Jana L. Jasinski

DAWN M. MILLS
Chemistry
Major Advisor: Dr. Karin Chumbimuni-Torres

ADA DVORAH MISHLER
Psychology
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark Neider

JULIAN MCCAIN MONTAQUILA
Modeling and Simulation
Major Advisor: Dr. Bruce D. Caulkins

SABINE S. PELTON
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Eduardo Mucciolo

ABRAR HOSSAIN QUADERY
Physics
Major Advisor: Dr. Patrick K. Schelling

JOSEPH C. WADDELL
Conservation Biology
Major Advisor: Dr. William G. R. Crampton

MINPEI WANG
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurence Von Kalm

Rosen College of Hospitality Management

LIZA MARINA COBOS REICHARD
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Murphy

JILL E. PLUMER
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Denver Severt
Candidates for Education Specialist

AMANDA JEAN BUMGARNER
Educational Specialist
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn

AIMEE KATHRYN MILLER
Educational Specialist
Major Advisor: Dr. Stacy Van Horn
Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

MILOS AJDINOVIC
Emerging Media

ANDREW RICHARD CADIEUX
Film

REBECCA M. COBB
Creative Writing

MICHAEL J. EAKINS
Emerging Media

KAITLIN M. KOLHOFF
Creative Writing
Candidates for Master's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

Master of Arts

Digital Media MA-Visual Language and Interactive Media
Hannah Kyong Nye

English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies
Gabriella Maria Coro
Mary N. Lopez
Elizabeth Ann Stratton

English MA-Technical Communication
Erin Smith Miller
Tess Noel Powers

History MA
Natalie Monique Delgado
Luis Santana Garcia III
James A. Padgett
Elizabeth Marie Tammaro

Music MA
Gary P. Listort

Spanish MA
Spring Savage Guyton
Arnei Morejon

Teaching English (TESOL) MA
Ahmad Abdullah Andous
Jenna Rose Frisone
Bushra Hussain Qahtani

Theatre MA
Aixa Mendez
Carinita Nisi Quintero

Master of Science

Interactive Entertainment MS
Melissa Almairall
Leah Ashley Augustine
Anthony German Ballinas
Evan Baynard Bass
Jennifer R. Baulier
Aissa Ben Zayed
Kaitlyn Ashley Bliss
Tiffany Shanice Brodie
Brian Burns-Foye
Gabrielle Anamaria Capraro
Yanjun Chen
Charley R. Choucard
Dale Jeffrey Diaz
Carson R. Dolbier
Jacob Andrew Edelen
Jerrick Flores
Travis Lawrence Fort
Kayla Nicole Garand
Kay Ghering
Noel Suzanne Graham
Lindsay Michelle Green
Siddhant Grover
Raymond Douglas Halley
Ryan J. Hill
Louis Patrick Hofer
Connor Stephen Hollis
Martin C. Holtkamp
Yunhao Huo
Andrew Karanikolis
Brandon Arthur Kidwell
Jackson Shengshi King
Scott Munk Kristiansen
Kory Mitchell Lauver
Plato Manchi
Erin Marek
Ryan V. Metante
Adnan Ahmed Mirza
Justin William Moser
Sam James Moss
Sanjay M. Nambar
Gaurav Nanda
Lukas K. Nicola
Paul Kirsch Nirenberg
Jose Manuel Ocasio
Hezekiah Marques Olopade
William Perez-Valines, Jr.
Hannah Louise Pogue
Michael Paul Reckoff
Kendall Nicole Robertson
Rodrigo Antonio Rojas-Ferrer
Francisco Xavier Romero
Boo Jay Roseman
Paul A. Salas Reyes
Cameron Mitchell Schwach
Ryan Michael Stanley
Bailey Lynn Steggerda
Nishanth Sundharesan
Siddharth Suresh
Joel Courtney Thomas
Matthew Christian Trupiano
Christopher J. Vance
Stephen Eric Virgil, Jr.
Michael James Vogel
Brian Edward Walsh
Edward Bernard Watkins II
Jordan K. Whaley-Wexler
Krishna B. Yeragudipati
Matthew Scott Young
Chelsea N. Ziu
College of Business Administration

**Master in Sport Business Management**
Sport Business Management MSBM
Lauren Bray Osika
Eleanor L. Weaver

**Master of Business Administration**
Business Administration MBA
Monica Alvarado
Brian Alvarez
Stephanie Angela Asmar
Bharath Balasundaram
Abdul-Samad Bello-Malabu
Austin Hunter Bloom
Gabriel De Jesus Cabral
Matthew Eliot Caspari
Christopher Lee Chennault
Tais Silva Cotta
Todd Joseph Currie
Katharine A. Decker
Kaitlin L. Ellenburg
Sebastian Von Filutowski
Christina Marie Fleming
George Frank Fulginiti
Tyler Gradl
Samantha Jean Hudson
Kaitlyn K. Huss
John Johnson
Timothy Klug
Isaac Abraham Koppel
Amber Patrice Lamar
Sable A. Lee
Keng-Haw Liang
Saahil Miten Marfatia
Evin Morrison
Raymond Mark Mueller
Mary Frances Mulcahy
Destini Charisse Orr
Sabbithry Persad
Christal Helena Peterson
Scott Proietti
Stanley Sylverain
Tynelle Elizabeth Taylor-Chase
Jeannette Torres
Eric Uribe
Briana Leigh Vaughn
Morgan Jimena Daniella Villanueva
Connor Benjamin Willings
Alexander Jackson Wilson

**Master of Science in Accounting**
Accounting MSA
Mahnoor Ashraf
Jacob Tamir Babchick
David A. Bailey
Victoria Lynn Beil
Cyrus Zerksis Boga
Bryan Keith Caraher
David Jing Chu
Laura P. Crouch
Priscilla Delgado
Jannette Louise DeWitt
Michael Loren DiBartolomeo
Samuel Charles Faber
Melissa Grace Giannetta
Trevor Dane Grabborn
Jeffrey Scott Hillman
Raile Kasimova
Cameron Scott Kelley
Anna Leurline Kirkland
Garrett Grant Marlowe
Jessica Lynn Mazza
Jason Douglas Moore
Amy Grace Moreshed
Wenjie Niu
Erik David Oram
Alberto Gerardo Palavecini
Anisha Patel
Beau Garrett Patrou
David Jose Porras
Dan Matthew Rockefeller
Patricia Roldan Chatt
Brian Siegler
Justin Wade Thomas
Athalie Nguyen Tran
Lisa Marie Wells
Kevin Wilches
College of Education and Human Performance

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA
Elizabeth Ayikai Adadevoh
Kinti Maria Conroy
Zachary Lance Jackson
Kelsey Renee Mahnke
Olivia Yurie O’Hara
Kesha Nicole Ransom
Tysha M. Resnick
Katie Joan Slater
Stephen Michael Strnad
Payal R. Trivedi
Marcus Le'oke Williams II

Career and Technical Education MA
April T. Champion
Stephanie Joan Clester
Lynae Sue Gunsey
Dustin Haines
Ashley Nicole Hampton
Jessica Rivera Matos

Counselor Education MA-Clinical Mental Health Counseling
Lauren Jeanette Barber
Leva Gabrielle Bender
Christian Blake Brinkley
Marc C. Campbell
Erin Danielle Conte
Nayibe Ramos Correll
Kristin Victoria Crumbley
Shaquita S. Dampier
Christian Jesus Dopico
Alexis Haydee Dugan
Madison Elyse Farrell
Nur Has
Melissa Marie Huebner
Rebecca A. Moore
Ashlei Anastasie Rubess
Mackenzie Schmuck
Carlie Michelle Szocki-King
Laura Niggel Wheeler
Hannah Lindsay Williamson

Counselor Education MA-School Counseling
Tara J. Carlsen
Angela Chandler
Brittany E. Foster
Justin D. Gonner
Angeline Hernandez
Gisela Jenkins
Vanessa Karen Salinas

Educational Leadership MA
Charles Cummings
Milagros Rosario Hoyos
Briana Elaine Kieler
Nakita Nicole Moody
Kristen Laurel Orton
Lauren Michelle Segler
Lee Arran Sims
Ivyroy Sneed, Jr.
Gregory S. Taylor
Bruce Webster Victor

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Community College Education
Moumita Chatterjee
Ann Marie Gabele
Quateshia Mincey

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-Student Personnel
Leslie Anne Aguirre
Amanda Elizabeth Barratt
Jenna Marie Bernier
Laura Rose Czerkies
Tiffany Tequilla Kilpatrick
Moises D. Melendez
Joshlyn Thomas

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Michael Thomas McGrath
Janis Lynn Wahl

E-Learning-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Jennifer Arlene Vega

Elementary Education MA
Pamela Marie Guerrero
Amena Jessa
Melissa Renee Keller
Eliza Jane McAfee

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA
Simon E. Fay
Jennifer Mary Franklin
Danica Tania Moise
Natalie S. Victor

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA
Kevin Anton Freeman
Silvio Armando Infante
Carolyn Elizabeth Krueger
Paula Anne Rohner

Teresa Villasana Sprague
Georgia N. Worley

Marriage, Couple, and Family Therapy MA
Joanna Joy Knowles Carey
Kathlyn C. Davis
Aimee Otero Mahjouri
Minhgiang Hoang Nguyen
Mary Lyn Norman
Kevin James Threatt

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Brandon David Pawlowicz
Jasmine Taylor

Master of Education

Counselor Education MEd-School Counseling
Kelly L. Aycock
Rebecca Lyn Carter
Haleigh Rae Hitzing

Educational Leadership MEd
Rose Apollon-Simon
Misty Mae Arnold
Emilee Elizabeth Batcheler
William C. Bromley
Sean T. Elkins
Erica C. Fernandez
Jayson Michael Godfrey
Elizabeth Anel Kennedy
Donald Lewis Kuhn
Michelle Jean Pascale
Lataniah Smith
Simone Elizabeth Smith
German Robert Tavares
Stephanie Kay Thorpe
Laura Knoblauch Tomlin

Elementary Education MEd
Bridget A. Abrams

Exceptional Student Education MEd
Dana Lorelle Allen
Mary Ann Autrey
Ashley Rae Bartlett
Kayla Morgan Bell
Jayra Esther Benitez
Kara Maranatha Farr
Patrina Martin Freeman
Alexine Fay Garcia
Jaclyn Garza
College of Education and Human Performance

Autumn Katherine Holt
Audrey Swain Jennings
Heidi Kaneshige
Samantha Ashley Klein
Katherine Elizabeth Lloyd
Mark Allen Morris
Lorraine Ramirez
Nicole Naomi Riviere-Douglas
Theodore Roberts, Jr.
Michelle Sergel
Jeffrey Lyn Sharrah

K-8 Math and Science MEd

Mariella M. Dorr

Reading Education MEd

Rebecca Anne Chappell
Darlshawn Lotesia Patterson
Genesis A. Rosenow
Jordan Marie Williams
Jenna Christine Zunz

Teacher Leadership MEd-Mathematics Education

Loudy Mortimer

Master of Science

Early Childhood Development and Education MS

Brittany Renee Ayala
Lyla Shaina Halikman
Jennifer Ann Latterell
Adriana Luisa Lazaro
Melanie Brook Lugo
Jessica Marie Oliver
Stephanie Maria Propst
Jessica Lynn Swartz
Shayna Bianca Torres

Sport and Exercise Science MS

John Carl Hollnagel, Jr.
Robert James Maclennan

Sport and Exercise Science MS-Applied Exercise Physiology

Jason Maurice Smith
Jessica Mercedes Soto
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science

Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotechnical Engineering
Brandon Allyn Hubbard
Angela Kathleen Kruth
Jeffrey C. Mills

Civil Engineering MS-Transportation System Engineering
Md. Omar Faruk
Md Shafikul Islam Shafik

Civil Engineering MS-Water Resources Engineering
Sarah Florencia G Faraji

Computer Science MS
Karan Daei Mojdehi
Daniela Florit
Soham Ganguly
Stacy Rebecca Gramajo
Joshua McCall Hirsch
Rui Hou
Shruti Santosh Kamtekar
Adam Ami Levy
Andy Daniel Martinez
Andy Michel
Sagar Dipak Mistry
Darshan Sunil Negandhi
Sai Lalitha Renduchintala
Clifford Edward Rice III
Sandesh Sharma
Muhammad Uzair Tariq
Chun Zhang

Digital Forensics MS
Gregory Edward Allender
Lucas Philip Ceballos
Abdul-Kareem Ibrahim Elkhayat
Roberto Gomez
Manace Gonzalez, Jr.
Amy Yessenia Herrera
Jerice Ciera McDonald
Michael Jamile McKinney, Jr.
Daniel Joseph Sagendorf
Rattanak Srn

Engineering Management MS
Jorge Leon Benzaquen
John Edward Fares Elabd
Karissa Briana Hall
Alexander William Hinkle
Danielle Alessandra Merluzzi
Garrett Lee Peterson
Samuel John Sorice III

Industrial Engineering MS
Zain Alabdain Alqattan
Raul Fernandez Sumano
Dorcas Negron Pedroza
Patrick Evan Panzella
Sandra Rivera
Jia-Ming Wang

Modeling and Simulation MS
John Edward Cardenas
Devyn McKenzie Dodge
Daniel Gordon
Corey Leong

Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Space Systems Design and Engineering
Sanjida Akter Jahan
Andres Mauricio Rodriguez

Aerospace Engineering MSAE-Thermofluid Aerodynamic Systems Design and Engineering
Firat Irmak
Jonathan Eliel Reyes
Peshala Priyadarshana Thibbotuwawa
Gamage

Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering MSCpE
Cody James Baker
Austin Jerome
Brandon Wesley Jones
Hung X. Le
Nandakishore P. Puttasamachar
Swathi Seelam
Jonathan Richard Thomas
Rui Wang
Mao Ye
Qiaolei Zhang

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering MSEE
Khalil Alluhaybi
Antirudd Ashok Pise
Rahul Jaywant Birari
Pascal Freij
Benjamin J. Gafoor
Yow-Wu Lin
Joseph Francisco Love
John Joseph Magner
Wesley Caldwell Mullins
Matin Salemireddi
Shane Shiva Singh
Xuejiao Yang

Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering MSEEavE
Carlyn Joy Higgins
Tiffany Lynn Miller
Chandan Mostafiz
Daniel Anthony Whalen

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering MSIE
Marcus Isidort
Kristina Danielle Jordan
Alan Gerardo Lorenzana
Alejandra Ramirez
Ashley Rebecca Vezina

Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering

Materials Science and Engineering MSMS
Matthew Aaron Cothrine

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME-Mechanical Systems
Ramin Rodehchian Ahmadi
Md Khurshidul Azad
Suraj Bhupendrakumar Patel
Mitchell Pearce Vahalik
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Mechanical Engineering MSME- Thermo-Fluids

Luis Miguel Andrade Gallo
Alexander J. Hanhold
Christopher Dean Klink
Zachary Emanuel Loparo
Husam Zawati
College of Graduate Studies

Master of Arts
Interdisciplinary Studies MA
Manuel-Albert Frank Castillo
Keiya Fluellen
Kristal S. Johnson

Master of Science
Interdisciplinary Studies MS
D'Axel Vargas
Nanotechnology MS
Brian E. Butkus
Lisa Gloria Cornelio
College of Health and Public Affairs

Master in Research Administration
Research Administration MRA
Erin Colleen Blackwell
Chloe Louise Eckel
Lilly G. Moneer

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Amanda Charlee Abner
Kaitlyn Lee Black
Sara Ilana Brownstein
Melanie Alexandra Charbonneau
Monica Pauline Chosak
Kaira Lynn Clapper
Kathleen N. Costers
Kristina Nicole Cox
Sarah Noel Eddy
Tori B. Falter
Lauren P. Fine
Nicole Suzanne Fliehman
Emily C. Hagan
Kellie L. Hammersla
Jamie Hansen
Erin Marie Hinchey
Megan Noel Ingalls
Kristen Leigh-Minnear Inglis
Libby Jasmine King
Danielle Ashley Linde
Courtney Aryn McFadden
Caillan McKenzie Nagel
Olivia Rose Ordenez
Jennifer Ashton Reid
Mackenzie Rickner
Krystal J. Rivera
Krista Marie Robeson
Grace Elizabeth Rohan
Kathryn J. Smolen
Devyn Alexandra Squires
Lisa Kay Stevens
Kaitlyn Lee Thomas
Abbiegal Rose Tyler
Amy Renee Whitehouse
Jessica Wiggins
Natalia Veronica Woodson

Master of Health Administration
Health Administration MHA
Natalia Barrero
Louise Leanna Bass
Apoorva Belle
Samantha Chio
Praimmika Choopromkeaw
Ricardo Jose Contreras
Jay Carl Cortes
Sara Isabel Dos Santos Barbaro
Dawood Gashgari
Samantha Leanne Grzegorczyk
Samantha Taylor Harrison
Jordan Michelle Hicks
Deja Rae Jean-Pierre
Jessalyyn Christine Kash
Katrina Joy Montojo Lao
Jonnique Nichelle Lawrence
Jackie Nicole Le
Tara Anne Lubus
Luis Elias Paccheco Guerra
Dina Paul
Ann Marie Ross
Kelissa C. Sainvil
Brooks H. Stalvey
Ahmad Bassam Tammar
Kathryn Danielle Thompson
Willie James Walden II
Sederia Jaquesee Washington
Brittney Lynn Winston
GEOJIN Adalla Wu
Sara Yepes
Jane Megan Zyski

Master of Public Administration
Public Administration MPA
Amelia Alomerovic
Naomi Kelli Bayus
Laura Michelle Cosmano
Daniel Raymond Kilroy
Keisha Candice Moore
Kathleen Elizabeth Murphy
Brandi Norton
Dana Elizabeth Glenn Pagan
Jade Ghardaia Pierre
Kristina Nicole Rodreick
Cindy Natalia Rojas
Javier Orlando Ruiz Perez
Mark Bernard Rutkoski
Felicia Denise Shelton
Shandy Elizabeth Smith
Cedric Winston Thomas
Clara Diann Thompson
Pedro Silveira Vasconcellos
Jon Patrick Waldrop
Ka Yan Yam

Master of Nonprofit Management
Nonprofit Management MNM
Annelizbeth Atie
Maria Alejandra Auzmnendi
Kelsey Nicole Bartley
Madison Alyse Bernstein
Matthew Shane Brown
Viviana Elisa Diaz
Sarah Regina Dittman
Karla Latrese Edwards
Tamika Marche Fields
Nicole Marie Frey
Greg A. Gibson
Kelly A. Hagenbeck
Tara Francine Hunter
Jason Katz
Lisa M. Kopansky
Sylvia Paola Meulener
Keisha Candice Moore
Naomi M. Morris
Jade Ghardaia Pierre
Stephanie Joy Sheffield
Kathryn Danielle Smith
Pedro Silveira Vasconcellos
Patricia Walnette Whites
Gage Bryant Woolley
College of Health and Public Affairs

Kathleen Elizabeth Murphy
Haley Brooke Norris
Brandi Norton
Kelly Grim Parker
Joshua T. Pearson
Vanessa Ramirez
Lacey Anne Reger
Edward Owen Riegel
Nicole I. Salazar
Autumn Jo Simmons
Leslie Miranda Smith
Clara Diann Thompson
Grant Matthew Weagley
Alexandra Joy Wood
Demetrah Michelle Wood

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS

Angel Manuel Berrios

Urban and Regional Planning MS

Merissa Jenea' Evans
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS
Mark C. Loftus

Biomedical Sciences MS-Infectious Disease
Daniel Oliva

Biomedical Sciences MS-Neuroscience
Jose' David Alvarez
Gabriela M. Colon
Elliott Jose Delgado
Ashley Lauren Ramirez
Catherine Marie Scudio

Biotechnology MS
Andrew Hugh Kettring
Md Moniruzzaman

Biotechnology MS-Professional Science
Sunayna Aneri Bhikha
Terry Ng
Nicholas J. Wasco
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS

Kelly Beeghly Almonte
Kimberly Susan Golden
Kathryn Elise Whitney

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management

Kelli A. Acomb
Mary Alice Baertlein
Angela Beatriz Cofino
Melissa Rhiannon Frates
Jeanna Denise Jones
Idette Noemi Mellon
Lottie Gordon Odom
Christine O'Shea Richardson
Daniel Craig Shoby
Analyan Melissa Strohacker
Michelle Kamiko Tall
Joelin Vazquez
Robert A. Warfield, Jr.

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator

Teresa Lynn Ariko
Cheryl Evans Drohan
Cynthia A. Dubs
Julie Lynn Hall
Zarah Alexandra Harper
Jacqueline Martinez
Lisa Diane McGehee
Lisa Maureen Michael
College of Optics and Photonics

Master of Science

Optics and Photonics MS

Haiwei Chen
Stefan Gausmann
Evan Robert Hale
Jennifer Kassel
Haley A. Kerrigan
Fedor Mikhailovich Kompan
Matthew Michael Suttinger
Ruidong Zhu
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Michelle Marie Hawkins
Emily Patricia Herrington
Zorina Manoni
Elizabeth R. Peabody
Elisha Dawn Tisdale

Applied Sociology MA-Domestic Violence
Amanda Lynn Zammit

Communication MA-Interpersonal Communication
Brittany Lynn Davies

Communication MA-Mass Communication
Elizabeth L. Grubbs
Julian Andrew Narchet

Political Science MA
William Charles Maddens

Master of Science

Biology MS
Ariel Antoinette Horner
Daniel R. Volk

Chemistry MS
Ashley AnnMarie Geraets
Eduardo Enrique Romero Camacho, Sr.

Clinical Psychology MS
Emily Kitsmiller
Jennifer A. Scheurich

Physics MS
John Esteban Beetar
Coleman Burdette Cariker
Fernand Eliud Torres-Davila

Statistical Computing MS
Ivan David Ordonez
Joshua Daniel Tuchman

Statistical Computing MS-Data Mining
Fang Chmilnitzky
Lonnie Wayne Lester
Scott Lee Matton
Mengwei Yue
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science
Hospitality and Tourism Management
MS

Jennifer Roxana Aurea
Nichole Joel Barnhart
Gabriel Otis Troutman Bellamy
Amanda S. Diniz
Amanda Marie Distin
Sara Lawton Elmore
Corey Nicole Klug
Emilie Jean Koegler
Julie R. Leschinski
Beverly Nichole Owen
Steven Patronskey
Joseph J. Pelter
Rafelina Reyes
Jorge Roberto Rivera
Erica Lynn Spencer
Ronnie Richard Strickland
Genyth Loraine Travis
Katherine Grace Wambach
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Todd Joseph Currie
Sarah Beth Gitto
Emily Patricia Herrington
Sabrina Jerome

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Elsa Janice Anschuetz
Jeremiahdominic Turto Balbin
Alexandria Christen Dantes
Andrew Evan Davis
Emily Marie Eischen
Angelica Estrada
Eduardo Evaristo Yamin
Holly Leigh Fohr
Vanessa Garcia

Kathryn Michelle Hall
Lilla Hollos
Kassidy Leigh James
Andrea Christine Krebs
Kyle Stephen Kubik
Carrie Arlene Lacey
Cora Eve Lacey
Valeriya Valeryev Mikhailova
Bethany Elise Myers

Emily Nina Qu
Mark Andrew Rivera
Connor Lamar Robertson
Hannah Katherine Root
Alexis Joy Scardasis
Juan Felipe Sierra Villarraga
Anna Joelle Trippensee
Zacharia Samer Usher-Yasin
Janet Valdes

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Victoria Abreu
Brandon Aulet
Shameel Baksh
Michael Baselice
Dane Bouchie
Devon Britt
Samantha Brooks
Jordan Brown
Jay Bulsara
Eric Butt
Tiffany Caeyer
Zhitao Chen
Liliana Cruz
Faith Culhane
Alexandria Dantes
Meleah Davies
Andrew Davis
Lawton Delay
Willow Draper
Victoria Edstrom
Emily Eischen

Matthew Ewert
Rafaela Faria
Holly Fohr
Taylor Fohr
Sebastian Giovannini
Ariel Helin
James Hurley
Natasha Hutchinson
Munira Jamal
Theopeste Kerelos
Hannah Kipersztok
Diana Konarzewski
Andrea Krebs
Allison Lee
Sara Lee
Taya Lennon
Nicholas Maier
Maria Marquez
Holly Moots
Daniel Murphy
Bethany Myers

Emilia Nicholson-Fajardo
Coral Nimz
Joel Ofori
Robert Owen
Antonio Ozel
Matthew Panepinto
Devan Patel
Jazmyn Patterson
Anna Porter
Danelle Richard
Veronica Rios
Yarilis Rodriguez
Alexis Scardasis
Jessica Schreder
Shelbe Spurlock
Jenna Sutter
Virginia Vasquez
Randi Vey
Tessa Voorhees
Taylor Winslow
Sarah Zuber
Honors in the Major

Nathan Alegar
Chemistry – Biochemistry

Jacquelyn Fernandez
Sociology

Dillon Martin
Mechanical Engineering

Elizabeth Bello
Elementary Education

Bethany Fralish
Elementary Education

Priscilla Martinez
Psychology

Enrique Blanco
Chemistry – Biochemistry

Rodney Henrichs
English

Lucia Pares Jimenez
Elementary Education

Nicole Daly
Elementary Education

Ursula Hirsch
Legal Studies

Michelle Prophete
Biomedical Sciences

Kayla Davis
History

Emily Jenkinson
Sport and Exercise Science

Sharon Rodriguez
History

Andrew Davis
Physics

Jeslin Kera
Biomedical Sciences

Rachael Rothstein-Safra
History

Taraleigh Davis
Political Science – International Relations and Comp. Politics

Nickolas Kessler
Biomedical Sciences

Keanu Tomey
Sport and Exercise Science

Daryn Dever
Psychology

Kyle Kubik
English – Creative Writing

Tessa Treadwell
Sociology

Asmita Devkota
Nursing

Allison Lee
International and Global Studies

Heather Walker
Psychology

Joshua Duarte
Psychology

Blake Lozinski
Mechanical Engineering

Kasey Wann
Elementary Education

Cheyanne Fannan
Art Education
LEAD Scholars

Victoria Abreu
Adil Ali
Kimberly Batres
Grace Beck
Cyrus Boga
Michael Callahan
Joshua Cammarn
Karishma Cantarero
Katherine Ceballos
Kristina Cornuet
Daniela Cortes
Todd Currie
Alexandria Dantes
Meleah Davies
Tricia Davis
Heather Fagan
William Ferrell
Victoria Gajdzisz
Amelia Gallo
Kayla Garand
John Geiger
Vanessa Gomez
Joshua Goodridge
James Heidings
Emily Herrington
Sarbara Jerome
Angela Kruth
Kara Lahman
Tammy Lara
Adam Lee
Sydney Little
Auria Malachowski
Wade McDonald
Matthew McWilliams
Zachary Meles
Keisha Michel
Christina Morse
Alyssa Palsis
Taylor Payne
Michelle Philor
Christopher Piazza
Kathryn Pope
Michelle Prophete
Geethika Reddi
Veronica Rios
Connor Robertson
Allie Sawicki
Jennifer Sawicki
Alexis Scardasis
Spencer Scheirer
Kiefer Schoenfeld
Briana Seanor
Louis Shatkun
Rozina Sheikh
Alexander Skilling
Monica Vega
Marcus Williams

President’s Leadership Council

Kimberly Batres
Sabrina Jerome
Enrique Julián Blanco Martínez
Sarah Elizabeth Nemes

Air Force ROTC Commission

Kirra A. Cranford
Michael R. Delia
Jesse L. Roberts
Juan J. Villa

Army ROTC Commission

Olivia Anderson
Raquel James Baxley
Mario Caselli
Eklin Howard
Joseph Kim
Scott Mandelberg
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

*** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
* cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cutpoints are available at:
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

Art BA-Art History
* Emilia Nicholson-Fajardo
  Juliane Joyce Ponder

Art BA-Studio
Stephanie Acosta
Deborahjoy Cervone-Burghard
Catlin Marie Cowell-Pieretti
Kara Michelle Crofts
Juliana Tatiana Elrod
Kelly Turner Evans
Natalia Migudina Harmon
Andrew Bradley Harms
Hannah Hoch
Michael Francis Mackin III
Jaclyn Anne Orlando
Ariel Mandy Peterson
Robert Benjamin Shirley
Victoria Maeri Stroop
Erika Alexandria Velazquez

Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management
David Juan Armas
Daniel James Brook
Carly Kristina Burton
Sierra Leone Goins
Matthew Connor Hammond
Rebecca Katrina Hidalgo
Joseph Bradford Holston
KeriAnne Elizabeth Love
Angeline Marie Plotzke
Aaron Tanner Smith
David Alexander Tooke
Zoya Zafar

Digital Media BA-Game Design
Steven Kurt Baeringer
Rita Jane Barruto
Matthew Robert Becchio
* David Andrew Brock
  Elijah Anthony Brose
  Michael Lee Clarke, Jr.
  D’Yontai Deshawn Crowder
  Jordan David Davis
  Clarissa Andrea Diaz-Silva
  Anthony Richard DiDonna
  Steve Michael Diezel, Jr.
  Ezekiel Conrad Duncan
  Kyle Austin Frank
  Nicholas Alexander Galan
  Ross Ian Hartman
  Joseph Adolfo Hazera IV
  *** Ryan William Richard Higgins
    Ryan Andrew Hrusceky
    Sebastian David Hyde
    Mark Ryan Lindemulder
    Anthony Montague Lloyd
    Matthew Julian Martinez
    Zachary Christian Mason
    Zachary Kane Millette
    Timothy Joseph Parsons
    Cristian Andrey Piraulion
    Daniel Joseph Ramon
    Jarrett G. Rhodes
  * Justin Robert Roman
  Daniel Scott Selvia
  Jarrod Alexander Swartz
  Bryan Jose Tavarez
  Ian Louis Valle
  Sak Vongpradith
  Kimberley Michelle Waibel
  Christopher Micheal Ward

Digital Media BA-Web Design
Zachary Taylor Bell
Mahogany Breaux
Alicia Nicole Brittain
Kaylin Pearl Cox
Nicolas Wade Emery
Dillon Joseph Fosa
Sean Michael Grossman
** Shannon Shalya Hafeez
** Ariel Amelia Helin
  Nathaniel Gared Lorenz
  Adam Ryan MacDonald-Corrao
  Andrew John McLaury
  Matthew Michael Micklos
  Joshua Joel Munoz
  Jean Mariana Numan
  Matthew Tanner Pray
  Rita Rocio Ramirez
  Danyela Rojas
  Joycelyn Caroline Rooney
  Isaac R. Stein
  Kaitlyn Ruth Stolley
  Cameron A. Tolentino
  Javier Enrique Vazquez
  Donald McDaniel Wallace III
  Kyle J. Wilson

English BA-Creative Writing
Daniel Mark Adelhelm
Kendra Marie Alexandre
Victoria Elise Avila
Christopher Tyler Bailey
Audi Ashley Barnes
Shannon Lee Bludworth
Regina Nichole Boer
Jacinta Lisa Bradford
Eric Anders Bruce
Ryan Joseph Burgett
Samuel Richard Cole
Abigail Linnea Creel
Brandy Marie Davis
Josefys Adriana De La Torre
Hayden Joseph Epstein
Khian'e Lynette Fields
Lindsay Marie Flemister
Marijah Fuertes
Katherine D. Golway
Ashley Harden
Jonathan David Haws
Rodney Todd Henrichs
Karla Herrera
Dimiteri Dino Kopansky
*** Kyle Stephen Kubik
  Dorothy Lolagne
  Alphonso Martinez
  Raven Alexis Mompoint
  Jacob Demitrius Mydlo
  Constance Camille Owens
  Larry Pierre-Munet
  Manoel Alejandro Rodriguez
  Daniel Vincent Schaub
  Shannon Macy Schaub
  * Catherine Elise Schramm
  ** Tia Catherine Smith
    Samantha Lynn Tanner
    Aaron Christopher Thomson
  * Cynthia MaryLou Trippe

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Arts and Humanities

*** Virginia Vasquez
Zachary James Waller
Eric Matthew Weiss
Amy Caroline Williams
Victoria Hope Wilson
Laura Avril Wray
Heather Thi Young-Nguyen

English BA-English
Selene Paige Abrams
Jessica Joy Kowach
Mary Kathryn Miller
Antonio Joseph Ruiz, Jr.
Sharon Lynn Sawchuk
Andrew Christian Smith

English BA-Literature
Daniel James Armstrong
Marissa Ann Baker
Jessica Meredith Balogh
* Deanna Elizabeth Carstens
John James Cassaro
Beth Kathlene Cervinsky
Justin Rui Chao Chu
Julie Lyn Curran
Delaney Dunce Daly
Kevin Anthony Duclos
Thalia George
Maryam Harara
Katelyn Healy
Kelly Hernandez
Sharon Hernandez
Alexandra Hayes Hoffman
Kayla Kim
Kirsten Michelle Krieger
Josette Patricia Lee

** Emily Jane Libecki
Rebecca Dawn McCravy
Ivy Elizabeth McKay
Ghassan M. Nahle, Jr.
Lona Dang Nguyen
Nicole Alyssa Pagnotti
Kadeem D Jon Perry
Eliot Mitchell Peters
Breanna Inez Ramos
Liz Elaine Roque
Ryan Anthony Rusian
Vanessa Del Carmen Salazar
Brittany Marie Sanchez
Erica Lee Spitzley
Rebecca Ann Walsh
Kimberly Lynn Webb
Haley Morgan White

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

English BA-Technical Communication
Christine West Bond
Eve M. Brinson
Jennifer Broom
Carolann Mariah Fiore
Jessica Bianca Hammons
Rebecca Ann Klingsten
Gabrielle Maria LaCognata
Abel Alejandro Loor
Audrey Denise Mack
Candace Siani Mann
Sofia Lynn Morris
Daniel Ross Murphy
Allison Nichole Sementino
* Ryan Quinn Walker

Film BA-Cinema Studies
Juan Miguel Abad
Morgan Taylor Armstrong
Angeli Elizabeth Ball
Ryan Graham Barley
Alonzo Ikeyo Maximus Boezem
Liz Marie Bonet
Paul Stanley Boone, Jr.
Austin Matthew Davis
Khiam’e Lynette Fields
Anthony William Garcia
Dashaun Umore Grey
Katherine Mackenzie Hanks
Naomi Nicole Henderson
Samuel Addison Huss
William Joshua Jones
Brendon Joseph Kearce
Andrew Corbit Kelly
Alexa Geraldine Lemoine
Lacey Rene Maltoch
Nicole Holly Mariutto
Courtney Lynn McDonough
Morgan Taylor McKinley
Bryson Gerald Mitchell
Wanjikú Mwangi
Jensen Christopher Nielsen
Anthony Wayne Paredes
Thomas Michael Rainone
Dylan Lee Remek
Olivia Simone Roman
Amira Alia Shomr
McKinley Avens Smith

** Zachary Philip Unruh
David Scott Wexler

French BA
Liliana Carolina Cruz
Christopher Jamal Turner
Carlos Roberto Vargas

History BA
Jay Melvin Aguilar
Raymond Laesamana Apuli
Zebadiah James Barnard
Michael Robert Baselice IV
Jake Eric Birkett
Nicklaus Matthew Bobertz
Michael Allen Brewer
Devon Isaac Britt
Brian Ray Browning
Rhiannon Amelia Callahan
Brooke Frances Carter
Charles Michael Crawford
Kayla Suzanne Davis
* Taraleigh Davis
Liliana Diaz
Blake Andrew Eldrid
Richard Charles Faircloth, Jr.
Hannah E. Folkner
Sebastian Garrido
* Lauren Nicole Geller
Meline Gharibyan
Sebastian Giraldo
Matthew Edward Lee Gray
Christian Blaine Hemenway
Matthew Mark Herget
Nicholas David Hilliard
Tyler Davis Kelley
* Mark Austin Lottman
Keith Scott Mason

* Hanna Park
Christain Rhone Ragar
Ramon Damian Ramkissoon
Kathleen Allison Rios
Sharon Nickoll Rodriguez
* Rachael Adina Rothstein-Safra
Laurel Regina Schafer
Brandon Taylor Smark
Kyle David Snodgrass
Samuel Wilton Stevenson
Stephen Michael Strickler
Kaila Ashley Taylor
Brandon Kyle Teachey
Vincent Michael Ventola
Matthew Scott Waleczak
Haylie Elizabeth Walker
Courtney Beth Wilson
Casey Lynn Wolf
College of Arts and Humanities

**Humanities and Cultural Studies BA**
* Lauren Ashley Boulanger
  * Dyrell Jumar Brown
  * Dare Jacoby Faulk
  * Anna Claire Mahoney
  * Marissa Christina Pereda

**Humanities BA**
* Alicia Milagros Arroyo

**Latin American Studies BA**
* Kimberly Carolina Batres

**Music BA**
* Isaac Lorenzo Andrews
  * James Paul Ehmer
  * Kylie Nicole McFarland
  * Mackenzie Lynn Newton
  * Wyatt Cole Rucker
  * Joseph Stephen Rullo

**Philosophy BA**
* Kathryn Jane Andrews
  * Sarah Elizabeth Brown
  * Julia Mae Clark
  * Karan Arun Khemlani
  * Rachel Glory Smith

**Religion and Cultural Studies BA**
* Sabrina Jerome
  * Connor Lamar Robertson
  * Jennifer Ann Taylor

**Spanish BA**
* Yansi Karina Arriaga
  * Maria Bastidas Baptista
  * Tiffany Geovana Borrego
  * Christine A. MacPhail
  * Danielle Hecceta McArdele
  * Jessica Catherine Morris
  * Cindy A. Nieto
  * Lucia Marina Parés Jiménez
  * Angely Marie Sanchez
  * Cyrille Rosario Unico

**Theatre Studies BA**
* Sean Robert Dunphy
  * Lydia Sue Kumpf
  * Evelyn Janay Linden
  * Chloe Amelia McElroy
  * Traveon Jamal Olden
  * Christopher Payen
  * Imirio Perez
  * Alexandrew Kyle Recore
  * Arieus Demetrius West
  * Hannah Leah Yucht

**Writing and Rhetoric BA**
* Gabrielle Maria DiNardo
  * Alexandra Jeanne Eileen Engrander
  * Miranda Alexis Evans
  * Sarah Elizabeth Grinnan
  * Shannon Kristal-Ann Henry
  * Victoria Paige Leeworthy
  * Taylor Noel Mitchell
  * Nehenie Nathalie Pierre
  * Julia Barrett Porrello
  * Alexander Zo Rolette
  * Emily Ann Wells

**Bachelor of Design**

*Architecture BDes*
* Juan Berchal
  * Yulia Kolesnikova Daly
  * Maria Alejandra Jaramillo

**Bachelor of Fine Arts**

*Art BFA-Emerging Media*
  * Mitchell Noah Bernstein
  * Marieliz Cecilio
  * Stacy Chen
  * John James Collins
  * Hillary Paige LaMountain
  * Jose Manuel Llanos
  * Melanie King McMullen
  * Shea O'Holloran Monahan
  * Ladeen Claudia Taylor
  * Kristin Marie Wasmund

**Art BFA-Studio Art**
* Joseph Anthony Colangelo
  * Gabriel Emilio Cortese
  * Laurena Paige Heyen
  * John James Link IV
  * Samantha Ashlee McCoy
  * Richard Anthony Munster
  * Colin Wesley Neal
  * Joanne Ngan Pham
  * Christopher Rafael Rivera
  * Kaitlin Christabel Springer
  * Charles Richard Stewart IV
  * Rachel Marie Warren

**Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre**
* Brendan Alec Jevons
  * Evan Alexander Jones
  * Kyle David Laing
  * Alyx Cinnia Levesque
  * Jarrett Mark Poore
  * Michael John Reichert
  * Allyson Paige Rosenblum
  * Allie Christine Savicki
  * Kali McKenzie Tenedini
  * Jennifer Kaitlin Totcky

**Theatre BFA-Stage Management**
* Brittany Nicole Brown
  * Alexandra Marie Jaruszewski

**Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design**
* Jack Alain Audet
  * Caitlin Anastasia Giguere
  * Samuel Andrew Parker

**Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting**
* Skye Courtney Coyne-Livingston
  * Willow Elizabeth Draper
  * Joshua David Goodridge
  * Waneka Meshun Leary
  * Roxanne Faye LeBlanc
  * Sariel Toribio
  * Helena Christine Whittaker
College of Arts and Humanities

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
Caitlin Jane Cagigano
Anthony Joseph Detente
Geoffrey Michael Heaton
Whitley Eva Lacy
Samantha Leigh Riling Lopez
Elise Marie Spagnuolo
* Corin Edward Staves

Music Performance BM-Composition
Karlo Corona
Zachary Adam Lynn

Bachelor of Music Education

Music Education BME
Mark Anthony Fruzia
Aaron Joseph Kass
Rachel Nicole Page
Elise Marie Spagnuolo

Bachelor of Science

Photography BS
* Danita J. Driskill
Maria Lanel Morrison
Trevor Donald Shingler

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Arts

Economics BA
Jovanna Sabrina Bailey
Brooke Frances Carter
Elizabeth Maria Escobedo
Daniela Rose Ress

Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration

Business Administration BABA
Yovanna Carolina Almonte
Roxana Marylyn Badeaux-Giel
* Tracey Jane Coffey
Storm Doddy
Louise Anne Ferguson
Deidra Narcema Ganesh
Venecia Williams Green
Gisselle Denise Muniz
Andrea P. Oliver
Juan Fernando Piedrahita
Kim Suzanne Serafini

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
Elaine Cuesta
Justin James Czarnecki
Nikolas William Fedorko
Edward Lorenzo German IV
Elena Jouu
Varghese Manjaly
Joseph Orta
Alexander Magno Penalosa Illanes
Gina Marly Roland
Reuben Bradley Schwartz
Wyatt Lee Shelton
Andrew Justin Steele
Danny Danh Cong Tran
Tyler Davis Williams

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Mayra Esmeralda Aguilera
Tabitha Leigh Akery
Sergen Altas
Kellyann Tricia Badree
Michelle Dorothea Barth
Jack Alan Bendit
Paige Monet Benezette
Robert Wyatt Bennett
Raul F. Betancourt
Jared Blount
Michel Bonhomme
Anaiz Gina Brito
Stephanie Lynn Burns
* Dorina Caldari
*** Kelly Joyce Cameron
** David Cespedes
Jinzhu Chen
Marciel Clyne
Robert Wayne Coble III
Melissa Marie Conaughty-Carabello
Chevaughn Najjah Crawford
Richard Adrian Cruz
Simone Leal Dasilva
Kailiee Marie Davidson
** Meleah Marie Davies
Jacob Michael Ditsler
* Robert John Duell
** Evan Scott Dunayer
Thomas Graham Feminella
Melanie Altagracia Ferreira
William John Ferrell
** Kevin Alston Fisher
* Christina Marie Fishers
Austin James Ford
Aaron Lloyd Giles
Tania Yvette Gonzalez
Bradley Matthew Gorman
** Brook Nicole Graham
Yrwil Jesus Guanipa
* Adrienne Rani Hall
Joshua Lee Henkel
Colin Andrew Hullinger
Raynn Marie Jasnic
Andrew Nicholas Jones
Kerry Erskine Jones, Jr.
Jessica Anne Joyner
Joseph William Kaiser

Sarita Ashley Klim
Kylie Gaye Kunz
Sara Kuruvilla
Alexah Jeanne Lacroux
David Alejandro Laguna
Ryan Anthony Lamarcas
* Michael Rodney Leclair
Jansen Guillermo Lee
*** Sara Lucille Lee
Alejandro Barcia Lepe
Victor Garcia Lessa
Ashleigh Ann Line
Geoffrey Francis Magdziasz
*** Melanie Priscilla Mark
Tyler Mackenzie Maschinot
Kevin Mayorga
Kevin Matthew Medina
*** Valeriy Valetyevna Mikhaylova
Felipe Millares, Jr.
Kendall Christine Minning
Alec Craig Monaghan
Ricardo Valentin Montijo
Cody Welld Moring
Carson Zachary Morris
Sean Matthew Moskal
Toan Tuan Nguyen
Christian Allen Nielsen
Matsugu Noguchi
Sean Derek Olinger
Carlos Victor Pagan
** Matthew Ryan Panepinto
Min Pei
William Morgan Perdue
* Samuel Cherian Philip
Sandro Porcello
John Thomas Prothero
Pedro Manuel Quintero
Christopher Jose Quintos
Kimberly Del Ricotta
** Cynthia Michelle Riffle
* Destini Rose Riposta
*** Jessica Lee Rivera
*** Mark Andrew Rivera
* Destiny Elisabeth Rockman
Ann Jameson Routier
Jennifer Michelle Ruppe
Elena Rush
Raymond William Ruth
Andrew Charles Sackliah
Yinhec Santiago-Davila
** Erich Leyton Schmalhorst, Jr.
Kiefer Schoenfeld
Nicole Alexis Shepard

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Alex Joseph Sklenar
Antwan Delroy Smith
*** Brooke Isadora Smith
** Santiago Solano
Courtney Michelle Sugdinis
Christopher Coleman Sullivan
* Annie Sun
Antonio Sutton
Bryant Tan
Waleska Tidd
Aliz Marie Torres
Jonathon Ian Valin
* Joel Vidal
Jin Wang
Brandon Michael Wendel
Emily West
Kimberly Ann Woodward

Business Economics BSBA
Allison Rachel Baenen
Dalton Daniel Bertine
Harrison Marsh Chau
Harrison Costin
Isabella Fortich
Joshua Singh Grewal
David Lee Harris
Geoff Michael Hudson
Devlin Alexander Irwin
Steven Grant Johnston
Andrew Phillip Kierulf
Kaitlyn J. Kirkpatrick
Jerika Georgette Leon Castillo
Ryan Joshua Lewis
Anesha Manuel
Leanne Marie Martin
David Keith O’Dell
Matthew David Parks
Jenil Rajesh Patel
Andrew Amberg Paulhus
Maurizio Piedra
Suppanut Prapanthtawa
Jason Patrick Prevatt
Emilio Reyes
Christopher Steven Rivera
Juan Ignacio Rodriguez
Xavier Isaiah Scott
Matthew Edward Sink
** Logan D. Skelly
Andrew Kenneth Stebbins
Gavin Robert Trombetti
Kalan Vijay Williams
Oren Reed Zener

Finance BSBA
Charles Olugbenga Abidogun
Melinda Gesze Abreu
* Maribeth Class Adelson
Mhd Amer Al Kmeh
Keaton Samuel Albaugh
Benjamin Matthew Appleby
*** Aaron Vincent Arango-Straw
Daniel Andres Arguelles
Emmanuel Reginald Azor
Joshua Lewis Barsness
Michael Robert Baselice IV
* Adam Joseph Basquill-White
* Jonathan Charles Baz, Jr.
Mary Grace Birkhold
Frederick Richard Bisogno
Logan Garrett Blum
Adam Dean Bodager
Gianna Alyse Bolen
Anna Marie Boria
Matthew Grant Buckman
Gary Michael Burns
Rodrigo Fernando Caballero
Joseph Mario Cagno V
* Santiago Andres Cajamarca
Kevin Alfredo Cano
Ivan Jariel Carraquillo
Michelle Marie Casanova
Jinzhu Chen
Jose Vicente Chompre
Charles Lowell Clarke II
Nicole Ashley Cobham
Tyler James Conley
Landon J. Cox
Jonathan David Cronin
Richard Adrian Cruz
Jacob Alexander Cummings
* Davis Tate Dardaman
Miken Daris
Lucas Cardoso De Souza
Samuel Zacarias Del Carpio
Ryan Scott Dickson
Nicole Marie Didier
Sergio Alexander Diez
Kaitlin Ruthann Dineen
Aurelia Jean Dolin
* Valentina Doliner
Brett Steven Dorminey
Michael Steven Dowell II
Samuel Christian Drackett
* Robert John Duell
*** Maxwell Charles Dunn

Alexander James Elliott
Ross David Emerson
Vanessa Espinosa
Eric James Evans
Larissa Pereira Fabbri
Zachary Andrew Feinstein
Melanie Altugracia Ferreira
Nicholas Michael Ferreira
William John Ferrell
Garret David Fields
Joseph Finkelstein
Jeremy Adam Fisch
Connor John Fitzmorris
Nicole Michelle Fontanez
Willems Foreste
Emily Hannah Franklin-Peiper
Tyler Friedman
Riley Maxwell Gainer III
Rodrigo Galindo
** Amelia Kathleen Gallo
Jessica Ashley Gillan
** Nader Alex Golshahr
Julio Angel Gonzalez
Hallie Rae Gorsch
* Mckenzy David Gray
Joshua Singh Grewal
Justin Soufian Gross
Daniel Gutierrez
Luke Alexander Hamblin
** Wylder Stone Heard
Daniel Asher Elijah Helligar
Giovanni Oscar Hernandez
Brian Angus Higgins
Nicholas Perry Holloway
Briggs Lander Holshay
Xinrui Huang
Hillary Ray Hutchings
** Roberto Javier Jacir-Saca
James Kervin Joacin
Dominique Marie Johnson
Joseph William Kaiser
** John David Kann
Amanda Megan Keschinger
Celina Nicole Killilea
Katie Takara King
Kaitlyn J. Kirkpatrick
Brandon Klein
Myron Eugene Koolman
David Edward Kopman
Safiya Kosimova
Colin Reed Lancaster
Ricky Thai Le
Michael Joseph Lee

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Shane Robert Levine
Marina Lucaj
Brandon James Luongo
Agera Germea Manuel
Jonathan Marin
Eric Martinez
Trevor James McCarthy
Connor Mitchell McClung
Mary Caitlin McDonald
Stephen Oliver McGovern
Alexis Nicole McMullin
Matthew Thomas McWilliams
Joshua Kyle Meldrum
Kyle Paul Melea
Kathia Guadalupe Mendoza
Brett Dylan Menslich
Keisha Estelle Michel
Rory Miller
Benjamin Ishmael Mitchell
Austin Nathan Moeller
Joseph Christopher Monto
John Wilson Moran
Dillon James Morton
Jeremy David Moss
Faysal Ali Mukhi
Andrew Joseph Murphy
* Jorge Luis Najera
Christian Josue Nolasco
Walter Talmadge Oliff II
Alvaro Olmedo
Riley Owen O'Neil
Richard Stephen Opitz
* Kevin Tareq Ortiz
Austin Allen Parker
Matthew David Parks
Tyler David Patz
Alexandra Marie Pekens
Matthew Austin Perez
* Tristen Zane Perko
Africk Bertram Perry
Anthony George Pesare
Connor Dean Poorbaugh
Lorenzo Malcolm Raphael
Anthony James Redhead
Jordan Matthew Reed
Stephanie Reyes
* Cynthia Michelle Riffe
*** Mark Andrew Rivera
Tysha Janae Roberts
Robert Tanner Roe
Ricardo Roman Robles Romero
Carlos Rospiglosi
Kristin Markle Ross
John Pierre Rubio
Emily Suzanne Sanderson
Maria Elizabeth Saunders
Jenna Michelle Scates
Shawn David Schlabach
Campbell James Scholl
Nicholas Robert Seitenreich
Natalia Sierra
John Edward Simone
Amber Nicole Simpson
John Leighton Sims, Jr.
* Natalie Kaley Sixto
** Logan D. Skelly
*** Finnian Thomas Smart
Olivia Marie Smith
*** Tanon Kolby Smith
** Santiago Solano
Kerstin Janice Sosa
Tyler Nelson Sosebee
Nathaniel Harris Stember
Mark William Stern
Eric Carl Stewart
Luis Andres Suarez
Ernest Christopher Svara
James C. Tan
Megan Jean Taylor
Rahul Kamal Thadani
Jacob Eric Thomas
Leslie Joan Torres
Travis Nathaniel Trantham
Marina Nicole Troyan
Justin Lee Tygart
*** Jennifer Lynne Ulmer
Matthew Ryan Uppercr
Agustin Urquiza, Jr.
*** Franz Reiner Dolino Valencia
Rachael Michelle Van Pelt
Ivan Georgiev Vilhov
Charles Evan Walker
Tyler Michael Walls
Christopher Michael Werker
Steven Clark Whitmire
Kalan Vijay Williams
** Caitlin Marie Williamson
Troy James Wilson
Savannah Paige Winship
Kim Ang Wolfe
George Wright
Chenteng Xu
Sanae M. Yaghi
Brandon Joseph Yeoman
* Nensi Zego
Christopher John Zhang
Tianwen Zu

General Business BSBA
Hannah Brooke Ausen
Benson Bazilime
Katie Alexandria Beard
Eric Berkovsky
Connor Dale Briggs
** Samantha Nicole Brooks
Alyson Michelle Butler
Katlyn Marie Carew
Spencer James Clark
Kristen Nicole Corley
** Katelyn Alexa Di Cintio
Sarah Elizabeth Efstathiou
Emily Rose Evans
Victoria Maria Gajdzisz
** Joshua David Goodridge
Tyler Jeffrey Graddy
Joshua A. Green
Caleb Clark Haynes
Giovanni Oscar Hernandez
Valerie Idraraga Ceballos
Anny Doraliza Lenz
Ashley Michelle Levin
Daniel Louidor
Lauren Elizabeth Marchand
Julia Theresa Martinez
Jamari James McNabb
Joseph Patrick Meek
Mark Richard Mehlitch
Leopoldo Ivan Mel
David Menaged
Daniel Richard Noshay
Taj Prakash Patel
Leif Erik Peterson
Autumn Saige Petschel
Ricardo Emmanuel Ramos
James Edward Struble
Maria Tran
Christina Wagner
Aaron Michael Wassenaar
Kyle Matthew Wuensch
Deborah Xavier

Integrated Business BSBA
Rija Akbar
Paul Anthony Alliman
Marina Bianca Amaran
Ryan Andersen
Blake James Bialk
Randall Erik Birchmier

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Tyler Garrett Bogatz  
Nicolette Allyn Boros  
Christopher George Boskovitch  
Dennis Anthony Brown  
Eric Edward Buckhalt  
Houston Nam Bui  
Andrea Lucia Cardona  
Anna Elizabeth Castillo  
Angelica Castro-Calle  
Priyanka Chandra  
Sarah Cho  
Jaron Robert Cohen  
Ramon E. Cruz  
Joseph Franklin Darcy III  
Amanda Simone de los Angeles  
William Peter Dery  
Wesley Chance.Boomer. Dewitt  
Paul Huy Do  
Jordan Dominnique  
Elizabeth Margaret Marie Dunker  
Angela Joy Eagle  
Joshua Eason  
Hana Ellamey  
Natalie Marie Falbo  
Meagan Elizabeth Faust  
Justin Nhan Filippi  
Derek C. Flynn  
Virgil L. Francis, Jr.  
Jordan Wesley Franks  
Melody Joy Franz  
Jonathan Andrew Fuller  
Brett Stewart Gabel  
Lindsay Marie Galvin  
Nester Garcia  
Kaneatra Garner  
Salome Gelashvili  
Monica Stephanie Giacoman  
Jonathon Taylor Gilbert  
Benyma Elias Gizaw  
Kendall Arnold Koodie  
Irina V. Kormos  
Tyler Patrick Leonard  
Savannah Rae Liebegott  
Philip Nicholas Loiacano  
Lauren Alexandra Lundy  
Stuart Allen Marsell  
Nikki Grace Martinez  
Kyle Matthew Matz  
Kenny Goncalves Mazingo  
Andrew Thomas McCarthy  
Jonathan Matthew McClulloch  
Ethan Alexander McGrew  
Alexandra Marie Medina  
Kiana Joann Millar  
George Anthony Miller, Jr.  
Zakir Hanif Mohammed  
Jose Luis Mora, Jr.  
Miguel Angel Mora, Jr.  
Jessica Deely Moreau  
Brooks Jerald Morgan  
Le-Roy Andre Momortoy  
Mykim T. Nguyen  
Bogna Katarzyna Nowicka  
Brandon Jay Orofino  
Lorraine Ortiz  
Jordan Nicole Padilla  
Andrew S. Palacios  
Rebecca Nicole Palladino  
Marielena Pantoja  
Dipesh Patel  
Melissa Pena  
Claudia Nicole Penahad  
Christian Omar Perez-Soto  
Devon John Perron  
Christina Nanda Persaud  
Victoria Amparo Pita-Romero  
Zachary Stephen Price  
Judah Hosni Ramdass  
Justin Riley Ramirez  
Kimberly Ramkishun  
Ryan Joseph Ramoo  
William Zachary Recob  
Mary Frances Renner  
Dion Carlos Roncon  
Erika Alejandro Rios  
Mark Joshua Routie  
Joshua David Roy  
Michael Rudek  
Evangelina Lorraine Ruiz  
Diane Aileen Santos  
Richard Cory Schiedel  
Benjamin Bryan Schultz  
Joshua Allen Shackelford  
Landon Jay Shapiro  
* Cassidy Susan Sizemore  
London Blair Smith  
Clayton Wyatt Sones  
Amanda Brittany Theodore  
Terrence Thevenin  
Ben Chee To  
Anthony Jay Trelli  
Alan Mark Trucnow  
Matthew Glenn Tymeson  
David Abraham Ugarte  
Michael O. Van Dusen, Jr.  
Maribel Vega  
Andres Felipe Velasquez  
David Velasquez  
Kyle Reece Villafane  
Kim Wasserman  
Daylen White  
Corey David Wilkerson  
Desteny Leticia Ariella Williams Howell  
Jhenelle Jodi-Ann Ying  
Mohammad Samir Yousef  

Management BSBA

Alex Aguilar  
Luke Michael Anziano  
* Andrew James Borrelli  
Arika Ryanne Brown  
Diego Pablo Calderon Monge III  
Jarrod Antonio Cunningham  
Christopher James Davis  
Austin Charles Grimm  
Shanice Amanda Howden  
Laura Frances Josephik  
Dylan James Kakley  
Austin Joseph Koch  
Theo Parnell Koester  
Stephanie Marie Leeming  
Ainsworth Arlo Leonard  
Jacqueline Jean Like  
* Mya’ Alexandria Madeux  
Anamile Marin  
Jessalyn Jean Neuhalfen  
Melanie Makeda Newsome  

** Ernest Tredinick Rivera  
Bridgette Briana Rogers  
Irfan Malek Sobhan  
Lauren Renee Vanderveer  
Kayla Denise Whitaker  

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Management BSBA-Entrepreneurship
Matthew Allen Ewert
Felicia Kimberly Griffith
Jaclyn Michelle Hernandez
Kerby Justin
Marissa Ines Lopez
Brandi Leigh Loughry
Solina McDaniel
Carlos Daniel Munoz
Kristina Marie Schulz
Jennifer Rebecca Stam

Management BSBA-General Management
Nicholas George Armiliee
Kazia Judith Bannister
Moulaye Ahmed Bdeha
Joseph Alexander Campbell
Diego Sebastian Cuellar
Madison Victoria Diaz
Noah Wallace Downey
Juan Luis Estrada
Lia Teresa Florentine
Kayleigh Danielle Jerdon
Trevor Christian Jowell
Lindsey Marie McCamley
Kaley Siobhan McCarthy
Matthew Henry Michelet
Daniel Esteban Murphy
Nhien Hao Nguyen
Kyle Alan Oliver
Ashley Myles Osborne
Brock Alexander Pate

** Tri Minh Phan
William Joseph Sieber
Madelyn Rien Spiegel

** Jenna Branne Sutter
Edward Payne Walker
Daniel Steven York

Management BSBA-Human Resource Management
Rebecca Leigh Acosta
Brook Elizabeth Nicole Agrella
Andrew Joseph Duper
Melita Resha Ganesh
Shaylynn Garcia
Anita Hrkalovic
Joseph A. Lee
Ashley Marie Matos Colon
Margarita Rodriguez
John Leighton Sims, Jr.

Marketing BSBA
Joseph Anthony Dobrowolski
Kayleigh Ann Wiehaus

Marketing BSBA-General Marketing
Jacob Mark Allen
Johnathan Lamar Allen
Timothy Aaron Bailey
Sarah Jane Barney
Rosangel Beltre
*C Callison Grace Bigham
Dylan James Bowers
Evan Sloan Brown
Johanna Lizeth Cagua
Michelle Marie Casanova
Fernando Manuel Cortez
Kyle Richard Daly
Nora Dkeidek
Nevada Marie Dormer
Jake Meyer Dworkin
Kristen Alexandra Edson
Dominique Eva Evans
Zachary Charles Fisher
Rodrigo Gaifindo
Kristine Lauren Giron
Brandon Le Ha
Janekwa Tkeyah Shavaungh Harrell
Jake Tyler Hart
Alexandra Jade Hartwig
Trevor Earl Hastings
Illian Hernandez
Alexandra Marie Hobson
Samuel Addison Huss
Lauren Ashley Elizabeth Jacobs
Saskia Marika Jaisiri
Kerby Justin
Kai Tyler Kissedoo
Troy Edward Knecht
Amelia Lynn Krogh
Benjamin Irwin Krohn
Huan Dinh Le
Ryan Jacob Lewitt
* Phillip Arthur Michael Llanos
Gabrielle Nicole Lovett
* Michael Richard Machado
Solina McDaniel
Arnold Isaac Medina
Andrew Jonathan Meldrum
Maria Fernanda Messarina
Jennifer A. Mielas
Austin Lee Minks

Tyler Hector Morell
Bryce A. Natale
Tina Thi Nguyen
Janna Vivian Ossinsky
Jatma Anais Ovalle Laucer
Macey Alise Pagan
Mark Richard Pedigree
Andrew Robert Pellerin, Sr.
Dalena Que Anh Phan
Samuel L. Polycarpe
Janine N. Psomas
David Ramos, Jr.
Rebeccah Ann Reichert
Alexander Roberto Rigal
Christian Manuel Rodriguez
Oscar Rodriguez, Jr.
Andres Augusto Romero

*** Hannah Katherine Root
Alexander Christian Rusnic
Nestor Jose Santos, Jr.
Brooke Elizabeth Schaefer

*** Jessica Bianca Schreader
Baily Le Ann Seidl
Megan Kathleen Shuster
Michael Richard Sierra
Avery Charles Soanes
Shelbe Nichole Spurlock
Brandon Scott Sterling
Kevin Valencia
Jin Wang
Haylee Nicole Westerman
Peyton Marcus Williams
Kaylin St. Claire Woodring
William Cody Worthy
Elizabeth Anne Zimroth
Hannah Nicole Zewan

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling
Christian Kiefer Albrecht
Jonathan Cordoba, Sr.
John William Hart

Real Estate BSBA
Michael Christopher Barta
Taylor Michelle Beam
Kyle Robert Chubboy
Tyler James Conley
Jeffrey Corriveau
Kyle Phillip Dempsey
Tyler Scott Drew
Michael Raymond Edgley
Khoula-Mae Eliodor

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Emily Hannah Franklin-Peiper
Emmanuel Gonzalez
Jonathan Francis Grymes
Ashley Harper
Noah Alexander Jotanovic
Sherline Kenton-Morris
Huy Le
Kevin Richard Lombardo
Matthew Thomas McWilliams
Chad Robert Montgomery
Anthony James Redhead
Tyler Duane Southerland
Anthony John Ubaldini
Rex Smith Warner
John Russell Weissler

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Bachelor of Science

Art Education BS
Diana Marie Downey
Valeria Marie Fabre
Cheyanne Maree Fannan
*** Nora Hussein
Danielle Susan Hustoles
Alexandra Ann McBee

Art Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Urooj Anwar Khan
Holly Shuree Raia

Early Childhood Development and Education (BS)-Education: Pre-Kindergarten-Primary (PK-3)
Amber Elizabeth Brennan
Cecilia Cedillo
Melissa Jeanne Ewasko
Kiley Lee Fields
Shannon Abigail Firestone
Taylor Nadene Grochala
Cheyenne Alycia Gutsmore
Carly Rochelle Hearndon
*** Cynthia L. Heinz
Jessica Susan Ivanov
Aimee Elizabeth McCartney
Taylor Renee McNevin
Megan Sharon Mitchelson
*** Sophia Rose Mullane
*** Elisabeth Mary Niemetschek
* Angela Michelle O'Neill
Yadira Maite Ruiz-Rodriguez
Ana Lucia Salomao-Cruz
Yanely Marie Santiago Padilla
Shelby Dianne Singleton

Early Childhood Development and Education BS-Early Childhood Development
Carter Kelley Akers
Charlene D. Cypress
Rebecca Alexis Heine
Rebecca Anne Lasala
Shanice Afia McDonald
Alyssa Nicole Palsis
Kyra Jenet Samuel
Shashelia Sheffield

Elementary Education BS
Madison Marie Ahearn
Ericklee Alem
Aliette Alexis Alvarez
Anne Marie Anderson
Ana Carolina Aparicio
Pamela Marie Auer
James Thomas Avitabile
Elizabeth Marie Bello
* Brianna Christine Bennett
Carley Elizabeth Booth
* Lauren Ashley Boulanger
Heaven Leigh Bryant
Patricia Jacquelyn Buckels
Karina Marie Burgos
Priscilla Caceres
*** Alexandra Caridad Cacopardo
Astrid Yamillette Calderon
Lindsay Paige Calman
Jree Kiana Cann
Eunbi Cho
Amada Nicole Clayton
Elissa Lane Cohen
Kareem Aston Creary
Kirsten Lee Curtiss
Nicole Daly
Kristal Anne DeClou
Angel Marie Dix
Kristin Renae Dobson
Kelly Marie Dolan
Diya Nadeem Dossani
Dakota Caitlyn Duchaine
William Thaddeus Dudek
Paola Cristina Escobar
Heather Anne Fagan
Shaelan Breeze Feller
Deanna Gail Fillingim
Laura Ashley Fischbach
*** Bethany Diane Falish
Amanda Carrie French
Brianne Ganser
Dylan Joseph Giguere
* Jermarie Gonzalez
Andrea Aileen Graff
* Christina Marie Guarneri
*** Kathleen Michelle Hanley-Hankins
Jennifer Elyane Harshbarger
* Michael Eliakin Hart
Elissa Nicole Herman
Amy Elizabeth Hetland
Kimberly Renee Holmes
Ethan Patrick Hooper
Sabrina Renee Mills Hutchinson
Shomein Zolika Jameer
* Tiffany Casey Johnson
*** Phyllis Ann Kennedy-Thibideau
Kirsten Nicole Kocol
Bethany Alexa Kohrs
Katelynn Leigh Kubik
Joyce S. Kwak
*** Carrie Arlene Lacey
*** Cora Eve Lacey
Samantha Nicole Laferlita
Mandy Karafa Lavaway
Melisa Nicole Lenig
Danielle Nicole Lewis
Jennifer Leah Lewis
Kelsey Marie Logsdon
* Priscilla Londono
Ayla Chandra Lupien
Kendall Adam Mann
Ruth Anne Marshall
Kiaralis Martinez
Amanda Sylene McDade
Brandy Nicole McMurty
Celia Renee McVay
Abigail Anne Miller
Natasha Marie Miranda-Rodriguez
Lindsay Ann Mulvey
Jasmine Nicole Munoz
Kyley Jean Murphy
Ashley Labria Newsome
*** Elianis Nuñez
Samuel Gustav Martin Ollesh
Itanis Perez
Caitlin Maria Poir
Stephanie Raquel Resto
Adrianna Louise Rice
Courtney Morgan Ridgely
Taylor Marie Rivera
Kaycee Briana Robinson
Nicole Irene Rock
Crystal Nicole Rodriguez
Nirka Ivelisse Rodriguez
Sarah Clare Rodriguez
Samantha Lynn Roth
Mia Ruth Saragusa
Brittany Anne Sauls
Gabrielle Marie Savoldis
Lindsay Nicole Scharlau
Carol Elizabeth Schexnayder
Kristin E. Shafron
Kimberly Rose Siegler
Cinthia Lisset Simpson
Samantha Julia Solis

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Mathematics Education BS
Jordan Jeanette Brown
Qwynn Leontine Burch
Taylor Nicole Jones
Nicole Alexis King
*** Marguerite Kathryn Mast
Indira Pryia Persaud
* Aubrey Lynette Shelley
Daniel Elijah Urena

Science Education BS-Biology-Lifelong Learning
Michelle JoAnne DiProspero-Arnold

Secondary Education BS-Social Science Ed-Education
Jessica Tamba Brett

Social Science Education BS
Grace Marie Bondy
Stephanie Rebecca Booth
Chandler Nicole Jurski
Brendan Stephen Lowe
* Cristian Javier Maldonado
Ian Michael McDonnell
Joseph Wayne Puccio Ball
Stephanie Saez
Megan Lewis Warner

Social Science Education BS-Lifelong Learning
Stephen William Callum

Sport and Exercise Science BS
Devon Ashley Chiu
Janae Tayasia Green

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Coaching
Zachary Dale Barrois
Clyde Byrd IV
Joseph Patrick Connors
Steven Theodore Demeo
Aryeh Jordan Ebrahimi
Jamari Rashad Fye
Cameron Laine Garza
Christopher Thomas Kazen
Kerry Ian Martin
Roberto Jose Munoz
Alexander Xuan Nguyen
Matthew Brandon Oliver
Jason Gregory Roberts
Jimmie Dewayne Roberts, Jr.
William Omar Rodriguez, Jr.
Jacob Joseph Rooney
John Andrew Serrano
Jenessa Herninia Soto
Ryan Matthew Teifer
Shaquille Kalia Thomas

Sport and Exercise Science BS-Human Performance
Erika Andrea Arciniega
Anique Kaela Yoko Baisden
Zachary Drew Barrows
Craig Anthony Beckford
* Dax Rae Behrend
Jarod Thomas Bond
Cristina Elizabeth Bowen
Renee Kristine Boyd
Renee Elise Brownlowe
Samantha Rose Bulzzone
Sarah Ann Burket
Darroll Owen Carter
Thomas John Caruso
Daniel Alexander Chacon
Anam Z. Chaudhry
Wingsee Chung
Michel Rosadia Clendinen
Robert Gabriel Colon-Sanchez
Christopher Allen Cox
Dana Alexandra de Soto
Isabelle Alexandra Degraff
Adrian Emmanuel Del Toro
Steven Peter Dietz
Giovanni William DiMauro
Jovan K. Dinnall
Andrea Catalina Echeverri
Mallori Bernice Edginton
Casey Ermitus
Sheila Eileen Escobar
Nahir Arleen Feliciano-Mendez
Lucas Tyler Fischer
Chase Austin Flato
Bailey Florin
Brianna Mikol Gallegos
Christopher Andrew Godfrey
Kwan Jabari Grice
Lianna Rose Groeneveld
Jordan James Hainsworth
Zackary Ross Hershorn
Andrew Steven Hibbit
Mariissa Ann Houk
Arianna Isabel Hoyo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Education and Human Performance

Leandra Nyoca Hylton
Jovania Jeannot
Emily Rebecca Jenkinson
Arabia Katherine Johnson
Martin Petersens Josaphat
Geneviève Eliza Kales
Michael Nathan Kendrick
William Matthew Kenyon
Angela Caitlin Knight
Garrett Littleton
Joshua Adam Maisel
Ayana Jasmine Aquino Manzo
German Orlando Marquez, Jr.
Michael James Marsala
Eric Donotnio McFarlin
Ashton Elizabeth McMurray
Brennah Marie Mehan
Trey Rewey Miner
Cody R. Morgan
Zachary Andrew Newman
Nicole Ardevil Newmons
Huy Tat Nguyen
Steven Blade Osborne
Jerry Sparnell Owens, Jr.
Mary Beth Paul
Michaela Margaret Penner
Maria Rosa Perez Hernandez
Adrian Nicholas Powell
Carlos Joseph Powery
Matias Pyysalo
Ricardo Anthony Raggins
Markus Paulo Ramalho
Erica Jenine Ramos
Jayson Christopher Rathmann
Gregory Robert Rawlings
Tristan Nicholas Reaves
Andrew Douglas Reynolds
Fernando Luis Rivera
Craig Andrew Roberts
Dylan Matthew Rocca
Brittany Alexia Rodrigues
Jonathan Jerrood Rozier
Austin Francis Sanguedolce
Deborah Santana
Annivette Santiago
Mattieu Rashun Sawicki-Johnson
Justin Dayne Schwartz
Chad William Searcy
Kathryn Lynn Searles
Jonathan Serrano
Jacques Maurice Session, Jr.
Steven Michael Shipwash
Emily Katherine Smith
Jeffrey Amos Spardy
Tyler James Starich
Elijah Nahova Stewart
Juliette A. Talmadge
Keanu Lord Tomey
Kara Nicole Valliere
Robert Francis Vargo
Nichole Kimberly Viesins
Jeffry Vincent
Jimmy Robenson Vitorino
Chante Marie Wallace
Michael Allan Wilkerson
Mark Travis Wimberley
Troy Robert Worthen

Technical Education and Industry Training BS

Jillian Nicole Essex
Francesca Marie Fischer
Tiffany Mae Madeux
Princess Sharhonda Moore
Laura Torres Haugh
Charles David Wilkinson, Jr.

World Languages Education BS-WLE-Spanish

Cyrille Rosario Unico

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Victoria Lynn Abreu
Adam Lee Albright
Georg Anemogiannis
Kohei Arai
Brandon Joseph Aulet
Dilara Aydin
Jorge Alejandro Baralt Quintero
Zachary Alexander Barfield
Ryan Mitchell Beasley
Daniel Belafcezaro
Brett Andrew Belcher
Jason Daniel Berk
Sheridan Kay Bishop
Robert Luther Bland III
Justin Tyler Burgess
Eric Austin Butt
Matthew Robert Carlino
Tyler Jacob Chauhan
Nicholas Austin Deview
Hicham El-Abbadi
James Wyatt Eldredge
David Stewart Evander
Navid Fanaian
Kyle Anthony Ferguson
Amanda Marie Forster
Allyssa Brianna Freeman
Daniel Mauricio Garcia
Melissa Raquel Gramajo
Sean Walker Greenfield
Yanni Zdravkov Guenov
Omar Hamouda
Daniel Joseph Hellkamp, Jr.
James Christopher Hurley
Christian Jaen
Jacob Andre Jiskoot
Kyle Robert Johnson
Mitchell Thomas Jones
Camilo Ignace Junoy
Ryan Nicholas Kangas
Deni Karul
Ryan Alexander Kelsey
Naureen Lightwala Khimani
Daniel Evan Kinney
Jonathan Lacombe
Kenneth Marvin Lamar
Alexander Nicholas Lascaibar
Quang Li
Jonathan Douglas Liuw
Suere Lucas, Jr.

** Andrew James Luntz
** Adam Levi Marshall
Mark Jose McCulloh
Brandon Joseph McNamara
Matthew Clark Moseley
Jorge Ivan Nazario
Brooke Morgan Norton
Daniel Okechukwu Okeke
Elizabeth Antonina Ozimek-Newman
Steven Gregory Petryk
Gabriel Alejandro Pita
* Jorge Emilio Rodriguez, Jr.
* Brandon Jacob Royal
Lucas Ryan
Ernesto Santiago Ruiz
Johnathan Satller
Aditya Ganesan Shankar
Logan James Smith
Jacob Randal Solomon
Alexander Brian Sommer
Jesse Thomas Spencer
Michael Anthony Stack
Benjamin Ellis Stankich
Gareth Woodrow Steven
Evan Michael Stork
Alec Edward Swanson
Scott Richard Tanner
Matthew John Taubler
Conner William Tharp
Alberto Urbina
Brandon Robert Vaeth
Yendy De La Caridad Villalobos
Huy Quang Vo
Nicoli Robert Omegus Williams
David Thomas Wise
Stephanie Lacson Wong
Vien Ley Yeung
William Cody Young

Information Technology BS
Aly Abdellrahman
Jarred A. Adler

** Troy Vincent Alley
Shane Ulric Alleyne
Dominic Michael Araujo
Wasemah Ayoub
Eric Lee Bauer
Caitlyn Budd
Andres Eduardo Cardona Ruiz
Cyril Kenneth Carey, Jr.
Sydney Alexandra Cooper
Sean Christian Defontaine
Kody Logan Denues
Carlos Francisco Diaz-Ramos
John Robert Elder
Alexander Feola
Eric Fernandez
Jamal Patrick Galette
Oswald Garcia
Stephen James Haas
Tyler Mikhail Hall
Romany S. Hana, Sr.
Christian Edward Helms
Mikayla Marie Hetherington
Samer Abdulrahman Itani
Mario Angel Jimenez II
Gavin Tavish Kuhl
Eric Joseph LaPrairie
Erik Sean-Anthony Leeks
Kevin Cardoso Martinowski
Jesse Walker McBride
Julian Manuel Mejia Tejada
Ariel Elizabeth Morgan
Jennifer Diane Nastr
Quaesian Notice
Christian Lee Pacheco, Jr.
Jordan Hunter Painter
Nikhil Pathak
Wilbert Morris Peay II
Louis Philip Pena Penn
Kirk Justin Perez
Keyla Michelle Perez Velez
Pedro Luis Polanco, Jr.
Brequel L. Poole
Alyssa Marie Post
Sean Michael Pratt
Tavares Deshon Richards
James Tyler Rohaley
Jerel Scott Ross
Osmar Joan Salazar
Reynaldo Santos
Jasmine Dede Savvoir
Delesia Brianne Scott
Kaitlyn Simmons
Frederick Torres
Andrew Stammers Tucker
Brian Steven Villar Contreras
Andrey Volkov
* James Maxwell Wall
Tiffany Wang
Kerrian Alisha Wedderburn

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSAS&E

** Issa Baba
Andrew Dennis Brown
Tristan James Cox
* Kirra Anisse Cranford
Ricardo Diogo Cabernet
Nelano Anthony East
Shaw David Edgar
Navardo El Vizque
Juan Felipe Giraldo
Thomas Robert Going
Yilmer Alonso Guzman Tapias
Daniel Kevin Harris
Tyler James Hayward
Blake Edward Lozinski
Timothy Alessandro Main
Raul Alberto Mejia Sangiovanni
Robert Gannon Owen
William Robbins
Jesse Lee Roberts
Austen Thomas Roessle
* Jireh Villanueva Roxas
Andrew Lloyd Stewart, Jr.
Zachariah Jeffrey Townsend

*** Zacharia Samer Usher-Yassin
Eric Alan Watson
Cameron Jalianie Whack
Andrew Travis Wolfson

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSConE

George Andrew Coleman
Drew Anthony Domingo

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE

Ejaz Dale Barsati
Grace Elizabeth Beck
Rachel Elizabeth Blandford
Estefania Bohorquez
* Lailee Alena Bottom
Robert Mark Butts, Jr.
Mitchell David Callaway
Alyssa Denise Caudle
Will Gene Cheung
Irmarie Coral Collazo-Laguna
Francheska Del Carmen Conchas-Martinez
Daniela Cortes
Ashley Mallory Deuschle
Robert Altman Dorzbach

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCpE

Amer Syed Akhtar
* Nada Ismail Khallil Ahmed Al Gharabawi
* Rubba Hassan Ashwas
Ralph Manalo Baird
Anna Sergeevna Baranova
Brian Allan Bisplinghoff
Dane Bradley Bouchie
Bryan Matthew Casey
Carlos Andres Castro
Miquel Angel Chavez
Mitchell Crotzer
David Leo Falter
Michael Anthony Ferraro
Giani Claudene Francis
** Brittney Marie Fry
Jonathan David Gillis
Christopher John Havekost
Christina Maria Heagney
Joan Jose Henriquez
Matthew Ryan Hosken
Eric Kyle James
Boris Lam
Quoc Bao Le
Brandon Alexander Marcoux
Alexander Christopher Masterson
Cary Akeem LeeMcEwan
Stephan Eduardo Morales
Hai Le Thanh Nguyen
Mario Alberto Osborn
Lucas Abduch Pasqualin
Ronak Vijaybhai Patel
* Lucas Avery Plager
Elliot Hunter Rodriguez
Connor Edward Roggero
George Han Salinas
Alexis San Javier
Zachary Samuel Schwartz
Doran Shane Senior
Abhinav Sharma
Eric James Smithson
Dominic Thinh Vu

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE

Adil Ali
Travis Scott Badall
Alejandro Antonio Capellan
Alphonso Basil Carty III
Zhitao Chen
Courtinie Jena Coleman
Robert Thomas Dumont
Ian Paul Flemings
John Francis Geiger
Carlos Anthony Gonzalez, Jr.
Segovia Monique Goodin
Michael Vincent Graziano
Mark Fenneth Guzman
Adam Daniel Harmon
Matthew Phillip Higgins
Sommer Elizabeth Hilliard
Matthew W. Horton
Christian Paul Jackson
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Sanjay Raju Khemlani
Zachary Austin Kornatz
Michael Lin
Nicholas George Lucas
Jason Benjamin Lupo
Robert Rafael Madonna
Wayne Marshall
Mario Sebastian Martinez
Alexander Christopher Masterson
Daniel Hardin McLoud
Ryan B. Mortera
Peter A. Nachtigal
Minh Quang Nguyen
Kevin Deepak Patel
Kira Michelle Rodriguez
Sebastian Miguel Rodriguez Davit
Nicholas Joseph Rueschman
Evelin Cristine Lopes Santana
Colburn Brandon Schacht
Patrick Thomas Schexnayder
Gary Daniel Shotts
Jonathan Daniel Staadt
Kyle Garrett Thatcher
** Jeffrey Squire Thompson
* Josu Sebastian Udaondo
Ecrits Velazquez, Jr.
Isaías Daniel Velez
Jordan Matias Yamson

Stephen Charles Hood
Michael Andrew Irwin
Robert Lee Koontz III
Isabelle Sophie Labbe
Kevin Wallace Lagos
Austin Frederick Langille
Allyson Rose Leller
Ryan Alexander Lief
Caitlin Ann Lytle
Zakary Edward Maksymow
Charles Andrew Mateusевич
Jason Christopher McCarty
Juan Carlos Mejia
Carlos Jose Mendez
Diego Fernando Mosquera
Robert Michael Munoz
Brett Aaron Nemeroff
Jordan Joao Ocampo
Ryan Patrick O'Hara
Sean Thomas Panzini
Clifford Register
Taylor Dantzler Richards
Cary Alexandra Royce
Mauricio Alexander Ruiz
Michael Allen Ryan
Gerardo Andres Sacca Kuri
Jakob Burgess Sante
Jennifer Mary Sawicki
Andrew Morgan Scully
Alexander Edward Sharpe
Nicholas Lee Shepherd
Matthew Russell Stokes
* Paige Nicole Sugar
Kevin Daniel Sweet
Lucas Nascimento Taddei
*** Anna Joelle Trippensee
Juan Vera

John Franklin Benson
Kirsten Nicole Bloch
Joshua Harry Bolander
Hayden Patrick Bonnen
James Jay Bradford
Dustin Allan Braun
Justin Nathaniel Brown
** Jay Tushar Bulsara
Christopher Patrick Carnevali
Colton Michael Caron
Robert Dylan Cekosh
Alexander Timothy Claudio
Ashley Peter Cockburn
Dillon Travis Copa
* Samantha Lynn Czerwinski
Paul Hunter Darbyshire
Censay Daniel Darulis
Matthew Edwin Davis
Jonathan Daniel Diaz
Luke Anthony Dieffenthaler
** Hoang Hong Do
Karen Ann Doran
Nathan Stephen Dueñas
John Michael Ellis
Jackens Eugene
*** Eduardo Antonio Evaristo Yanin
Nicholas Alexander Fernandez
Alexander Rupert Fields
Zachary David Frantz
Savanna Hayley Gault
Christopher Allen Geisler
Christopher Michel Germain
Christopher Alan Gimmle
Brian Joseph Gonzalez
Miguel Angel Gonzalez
Timothy Glenn Goode
Alice Elizabeth Granda
Brandon Christopher Gutierrez
Lino Michael Gutierrez
*** Kimberly Ann Hall
Brandon Kyle Halterman
Nathaniel Ryan Henderson
Francisco Hernandez
Hope Anne Cochrane Holmes
Nathan Henry Holzmacher
Benjamin Scott Hunt
Gabriel Andres Izarra
Anthony Sonny Jattan
Kasim Monzer Jawhar
Erik Jacob Kantrowitz
Jonathan Scott Kuefner
Joshua Perry La Rocca
Jessica Lynn Langley

** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSIE

* Selena Segovia Adams
Celine Altinay
Andres Eduardo Atencio Quintero
Nouf Abdulaziz Bin Muqbel
Adriana Campo
Kory Franklin Davis II
Pedro Enrique Delgado
Michael Raymond Delia
Monica Mari Díaz
Ernesto Espinosa
Alexis Eduardo Fajardo, Jr.
Eliot Fernando Flores
Brittany Heather Gang
Paula Garzon
Joscas Wagner Germosen Rosario
Samantha Lynn Hansen
Leana Maribel Hernandez
Brennan Joseph Hietpas

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME

Camilo Aldana
*** Luís Fernando Freire Gonçalves De Almeida
Luisinho Douglas Alvarado
Juan Pablo Ardila
Anthony St Clair Austin
Gabriel Barboza
Joshua David Batts
James Austin Bell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Cristina Maria Larrea  
Luke Vaovasa Lealaitafea  
Adam David Lee  
Bryan James Lever  
Victor Siang-Kwea Lim  
Marissa Leigh Long  
Cesar Augusto Lopez  
Zachary Algimiro Lopez  
Miguel Angel Lopez Montes  
Pedro Jose Lopez Vasquez  
Blake Edward Lozinski  
** Alyssa Lauren Mahaffey  
   Scott Aaron Mandelberg  
   Jonah Quest Mapes  
   Hans Peter Marius  
* Dillon Allen Martin  
   Daniel John Mason  
* Wade Branden McDonald  
*** Matthew Lee Alan McGee  
   Cristian Daniel Mejia  
   Samuel L. Midence  
   Lemaro George Mighty  
   William Tyler Miller  
   Robert Eugene Mills, Jr.  
* Brian Eric Morad  
   Shane William Niemann  
** Abigail Sophia Nunez  
   Tierry Occenade  
   Kevin Scott O'Dell  
*** Zachary James Oviatt  
   Kyle Douglas Owens  
* Daniel Garcia Parangan  
   Amar Dilip Patel  
   Mateo Pena  
   Jason Conrad Pertmer  
* Kathryn Marie Pope  
   George Robert Lee Porcella  
   Andy Ramdular  
   Devin Marie Ramsey  
   Tashir Rashid  
   Kristina Elena Revuelta  
   Robert Daniel Rich  
   Joseph Alexander Rodriguez  
   Julio Cesar Rodriguez, Jr.  
   Simon August Rossi  
   Wensky Saint Louis  
   Therese Diane Salas  
   Alexander Gene Schneider  
   Tyler Matthew Scofield  
** Louis Albert Shatkun  
   Jonathan Tejewan Sookdeo  
   Carlos Eduardo Soto  
   Kristina Elise Stable  
   Thomas Donald Tyra IV  
** Randi Marie Vey  
   Juan Jose Villa  
   Josiah Noel Villarosa  
   Joshua Immanuel Walker  
   Cameron Jalanie Whack  
   Rachel Sarah Wilcox  
   Timothy Gregory Michael Wilder  
   Shavawn L. Williamson  
   Matthew Thomas Winch  
   Sean Allen Wood  
   Maelyne Margarita Yarleque  
** Yazen Bassam Yasin

Bachelor of Science in  
Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE  
Laila Abdulalaziz Al-Khalaf  
Meghan Marie Brown  
Leticia Marie Castaneda  
Nicholas Raymond Chicalo  
Matthew Robert Clark  
Larissa Monique Curran  
Kelsie Nicole Dieckmann  
Anna Galbraith  
Joshua David Hughes  
Rebecca Ledesma  
Daisy Mercedes Lopez  
** Nicholas Scott Maier  
   Kevin Thomas Monaweer  
   Tuls Lakshmi Shukla  
   Eberhardt Adrian Stichter  
   David T. Tran  
   Mario Michael Traverso  
   Andrea Natalia Valencia Marin  
   Ramon Alberto Vicente  
   Sara Jane Wertenan

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

**Bachelor of Arts**

Communication Sciences and Disorders BA
* Emily Elise Allen
  * Krista Lynn Bartlett
  * Michelle Nicole Cassidy
* Emily España
** Stephanie Margaret Figueroa Pailahueque
  * Kathren Ann Francis
* Nicole Taylor Ghunt
  * Catalina Laverde
  * Karla Patricia Matias Saldana
  * Zhana Petkova Petrova-Sabevska
  * Miharelys Delise Ramirez
  * Kaylee Lurae Raymond
  * Jennifer Marie Santana
  * Kia Renée Scheffer
** Taylor Michelle Seitz

Criminal Justice BA
* Elizabeth Wendy Michelle Boyle
  * Arlet Camejo
  * Nicklaus Edward Cleary
  * Barbara Lynn Lancaster
  * Kathleen Anne Lindelow Koon
  * Erick Jesus Martinez
  * Melissa Ann McGuire
  * Christopher Washington Shand
  * Nicole Virginia Smith
  * Nicole Gail Wooding
  * Allan Zvigelsky

Legal Studies BA
* Danielle Marie Abdul-Nabi
** Sharif Alkalbani
  * Brittny Elizabeth Bannister
  * Reynier Barrientos
  * Valeria Buitrago
  * Summer Nadine Dupin
  * Victor Enrique Fontanez II
  * Gianni Beltran Girtman, Sr.
  * Ashley Joseph
* Brandi L. Kim
  * Jimmy Lee Mittleff, Jr.
  * Sari Taylor Mondry
** Taylor Renee Payne
  * Regina Lejon Smith
  * Sierra Diane Steele
  * Camilo Uribe Lopez
  * Mariana Warren

**Public Administration BA**
* Melinda Kaye Bishop
  * David William Bridle
  * Jessica Lynne Gardner
  * Rebecca Shelidyne Genestan
  * Krizia Ivette Maldonado
  * Sandra Courtney Oliver
  * Miten Kalpesh Patel
  * Julian Bernard Sanderlin
  * Alejandro Javier Sira

**Bachelor of Science**

Athletic Training BS
* Caitlyn Marie Weber

Communication Sciences and Disorders BS
* Julia Hanna Abrahams
  * Samira Nobel Adili
  * Kayla Alexandria Alexander
  * Crystal Danielle Allen
  * Jamie Alvarez
  * Tatyyana Azalea Crystal Atkins
  * Laurel Lennon Barrett
  * Dillon Marshall Batchelor
  * Laura Michelle Bernardo
  * Cori-Anne Bonfilio
  * Savanna Lynn Brooks
  * Melanie Lianne Cajuso
  * Joshua Ryan Cammarn
* Carly Morgan Cockman
  * Rosalie Cruz
** Erika Jade Daly
  * Madison Elizabeth Daniel
  * Catherine Anne Davis
  * Andrea Carolina Delgado
  * Dora E. Echevarria-Quinones
  * Cynthia Fenlus
  * Christa Mae Fletcher
** Rachel Marie Garcia
  * Jennifer Gonzalez
  * Sean Thomas Grace
** Kulsoom Fatima Habibi
  * Lizette Herrera
  * Katherine Mary Huntze
  * Shawnsreece Mona Jones
  * Louderes-Annie Ndama Joseph
** Megan Frances Kinsley
  * Kiana Lynn Ledman
  * Emily Anne Marshall

Casey McCarthy
  * Caitlin Merrie McGeehan
** Gregory William Mirabal
  * Dominique Chantel Mosely
  * Mahdia Musleem
** Bethany Elise Myers
  * Marnise Elizabeth Paradise
  * Marchee Antoinette Perry
** Amylee Ann Rivera
  * Anamarí Rojas
  * Maria Fernanda Rojas
  * Michelle Rossi
  * Jenna Star Sciacca
  * Brianna Marie Seantor
  * Natalia Silva
** Jacklyn Danielle Snider
  * Amber Nicole Stannis
  * Fatema Tejani
  * Ivana Louise Thomas
  * Ilana Charmin Aquia Thompson
  * Alicia Carolina Torno
  * Camila Torres
  * Sivan Michelle Tow
  * Ashley Paige Uremse
  * Merisa Kimberly Valk
  * Alexia Monique Velez
  * Catherine Victoria Wahl
  * Courtney Danielle Waldrop
  * Kristen Marie Weems
  * Robyn Hanna Weinlauf
  * Jessica Marie Diane Whaley
  * Maya Christine Williams
  * Kaci Nicole Zambelli

**Criminal Justice BS**
* Jason Peter Albert
  * Victoria Renee Alexander
  * Karly Katherine Algire
  * Hannah Chloé Anhalt
  * Caleb Daniel Aranda
  * Lucia Argento
  * Rachelle Auguste
  * Andrew Logan Bailey
  * Brandon Bauernfeind
  * Mackenzie Taylor Betteridge
  * Elisa Margot Bobadilla
  * Cristina Kamil Boules
  * Kathrin Elisabeth Bowyer
  * Kyle James Brockell
  * Sierra Cherrell Brown
  * Joseph Daniel Bryant
  * Christina Lynne Bulat

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Connor Patrick Byrne
Janelle Brianna Carter
Amber Rene' Cartieri
Mario Joseph Caselli
Leo Thomas Casey, Jr.
Nicole Taylor Cavaliere
Rachel Amanda Chafe
Yogawar Changa
Brandon Wayne Cline
Travonda Lasha Coger
Gianna Colucci
Michael Lee Conti
Jennifer Leann Corley
Charles Alexander Cox
William John Craig
Jairius Malcolm Crawford
Melissa Ann Cunningham
Michael Joseph Dacey
* Brian Joseph DeGrange
Jessica Marie Del Rio
Jailiene Marie Diaz
Dajon Levonne Dixon
Samuel Jonathon Donaldson
Michelle Anne Dowda
Dylan-Forrest Lee Dragon
Lourdes Ductan
Dhanraj Kishan Durjan
Michelle Rosemary Edwards
Jenesha J. Etienne
Rosanna Cristina Fajardo
* Nicole Susan Farnum
Christopher J. Feldhouse
Spencer Cole Forbes
Subine Francois
Zikaya Sharmayne Frazier
Rasiel Mohamed Freija
Lindsay Catherine Gee
Michael Robert George
Krystal Alexander Goris
Andrew Theodore Gullion
Xavier Erick Gullo
Bryana Vivian Hackshaw
Christopher Chance Halbrook
Brooke Ashley Hammerly
Tyler Brooks Hart
Lauren Nicole Hartwell
Diego William Heinzleing
Alberto Hernandez, Jr.
Joseph Paul Hetue
** Earnestsa Ladimaesa Hover
Patrick Joseph Hubert
Dylan Matthew Jaime
Angela Cherise Jefferson
Jennifer Rose Jimenez
Brandi Renea Johns
Deonita Maurice Johnson
Ekaterina Vladimirovna Kakhno
Samantha Gail Kelliher
Kathleen Marie Kerr
Samantha Dianne Kingery
Nicole Danielle Lallier
Joseph Michel Lavelle
Shevaneil Tamera Lawrence
Robert Alexander Leachman
Neil Derrick Viray Lee
Peter Chongho Lee
Sean Peter Lefere
Brittany Chantell Lofton
** Auria Nicole Malachowski
Haley Marie Mandart
Keaton Palmer Marin
Michael Anthony Martinez, Jr.
Tyler Mackenzie Maschiot
Clinton Adam Matlack
Robert Joseph McCabe
Loeltha Denice McMillon
David Vincente Medina
Antoinette Mills
Siddiga Milord
Brittany Marie Minichiello
* Justin Frederick Morgan
William Galen Morgan
Alexis Dominique Morrison
Aliyah Monique Morrison
Jessica Marie Mott
Sarah Helen Nichols
*** Daniel Patrick O'Brien
Gabriela Orozco
Alyssa Parker
Christian Tyler Pasciak
Amy Lee Patryas
Joshua Nathan Payne
Dustin Jewett Perez
George Carter Petree, Jr.
Jessica Morgan Pinto
Pamela Ramirez Contreras
Giovanni Luis Ramos
Daniel Eaton Rebstock, Jr.
Tyler Jaye Resnick
De'Marion Lamont Robinson
Ricardo Andres Rodriguez
Danielle Mariah Rodwell
Christopher James Roland
 Logan Robert Roth
Allison Marie Sienkiewicz
Brent Richard Silva II
Kristen Elizabeth Simpson
Angelica Genevah Singleton
Claude Sidney Smith, Jr.
Tony Leevon Smith, Jr.
Luis Adrian Soria
Shyan Ayesha Steele
Christian Davis Stephens
Austin Joseph Sweat, Sr.
Rebecca Cavalcanti Tafoya
James Kyle Taylor
Scott Edward Taylor, Jr.
Mallory Lynn Teal
Brittannie Yarie Tirado
Karen Dahlia Toral Cabrera
Edward Tortoriello, Jr.
Laura Joanne Trevathan
Whitney Rae Tyler
Daniela Alejandra Vasquez
Amanda Michelle Viola
Andrew Bradley Ward
Shannon Nicole Watts
Johna Elvon Whitaker
Alan Jay Wright
Cheryl Wu
Stephanie Alexandra Yepez
Lawrence Francis Zygmont IV

Health Informatics and Information Management BS

Allia Abanto
Ashley Marie Charleston
Nyla Christina Duperval
Ingrid Lopez Rivera
Vi-Quan Ngoc Nguyen
* Rifat Sultana

Health Sciences BS

Rabia Abid, Sr.
Nina Marlene Abukahok
Amanda Simone Adams
Salma Mazhar Ahmed
Kaylee Rochelle Alwine
Amy Andersen
Erick Luis Andrade
Saba Ansari
Debriana Anthony
Casiana Rose Aponte
Raquel Jacqueline Argudin
Stephania Gilbert Augustin
Karina Monserrate Aquilla
** Haneeq Sara Ayoubi
Danae Marie Badman

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

*** Daniel Robert Bailey
Rachel-Ann Abella Bailon
Jamal Augusto Baptista
Lauren Ashley Barnett
Aaron Keith Bartoe
Bryson Hodges Baxter
Shanika Bazile
Ashmin Dianne Beharrie
Tatiana Belony
Whitney Ashley Benjamin
Risha Hitesh Bhukhan
Christopher John Biles
Katelyn Taylor Blow
Hayley Anne Bobich
Kara Michele Bosser
Seth Richard Boyd
Heidi Elizabeth Brewer
Christian Bricourt
Ashlee L. Brown
Nicole Marie Brunetti
Chevanné Gerald Brunvert
Tamara Brutus
Morgan Haley Bryson
Amy Nicole Burgio
Amber Michelle Campbell
Karishma Cantarero
Emily Reece Carleton
Kimberly Castellanos
Diana Elizabeth Castillo
Delanie Rose Chick
Aynzib Chowdhury
Peyton Lynn Christ
Carmen Thomas Ciliberti, Jr.
* Angela Alicia Barnes Clayborne
Michael Stephen Colubiale
Jennifer Contreras
Tavazha Alexus Cooper
Kristin Nicole Coulson
Jordan Nicole Coulter
Shanac Yashanie Crawford
Hanna Leigh Crisp
Michael Allen Cuajunco
Gianna Marie DaQuila
Uma Datt
Lauren Nicole Davis
Tricia Toni Davis
Zephr Dizzle
Helina Debidat
Yasmeen Gladys Diaz
** Nicole Donna DiMarco
Dashterlie Dorlus
Chandly Dubreuz
Manisha Dudiya
Leah Victoria Duthil
Rebecca Elizabeth Early
Omar Ayman Elmasry
Jordan Moises Erdstroht
*** Angelica Estrada
Tyeesha Brionna Evins
Beishaudy Saunder Fatmay
Elisa Marie Fedor
Julie Christine Figaro
Cassandra Monique Fonseca
Mag Magagoum Fowe
Alyssa Nicole Fox
Kayanna Simone Fraser
Gabriella Garcia
Jennifer Andrea Garcia
Kenneth Russell Gessinger III
Maria Jose Giraldo
Stephanie Raquel Goldson
Brianna Janae Goodman
Alexandra Nicole Gorham
** Amanda Nicole Gornie
Darius Xavier Green
Jessica Michelle Gregory
Tai Alexandria Griffith
Megan Margaret Guarnero
Gina Rose Guastafeste
Giovanna Figueiredo Guimaeres
Joshua Andrew Hamann
Leonic Ruth Hamel
Miles Daniel Hamm
Kayla Ann Hammes
* Alexis Larisha Harris
*** Breonna Love Harrison
Lauren Elizabeth Henderson
Phong Duy Hoang
Monique Marie Hook
Philnka Nicole Hopper
* Giovanna Hoyos
Morgan Marie Hudson
** Mazzin Ali Hussain
Rachel Israel
Andrew Stanley Jablonski
** Jessica Ginette Jacob
Melissa Fazeena Jahur
Hunter Janes
Peniel Jean-Louis
Natalie Lucia Jeffreys
Vandra Shameece Jenkins
Josephine Thanham John
Luisenrique Justiniano
Sydney Michelle Kahl
Ariana Suzanne Karpinia
* Theopeste Alber Kerelos
Rachel Anne Kessinger
Kaitlynn Lee Kilpatrick
* Ashley Faye Kimmel
Bryce Garrett King
Morgan Lynn King
Caithlyn Kazua Kue
Josiah Ian Lacy
Scott Avery Lahue
Shelby Linn Molly Lambeth
Jessalyn Landeta
Aunika Chivelle Lawrence
Kimberly Susan Lazarus
Jennifer Le
Meagan Lee
Nicholas Jayvon Lee
* Katelyn Joan Lestock
Elizabethe Jean Letter
Jae Eun Lim
Sydney Michelle Little
David Austin Lapur
Ellise Mariel Lopez
Victoria Eugenia Lopez
Mallori Katherine Luna
Samantha Lundy
Heather Michelle MacNeil
Taylor Halle Manyou
Kaehla Divon Maurer
Timothy Paul Maxwell II
Shelby Lorraine McCartney
Kasey Lyn McDowell
William Matthew McGalliard
Pearl Tiana McIntosh
Adrienne Rachelle McKenzie
Austin James Melone
Gabriela Francisa Mena Perez
** Amanda Shelley Mendoza
Jacky Menelas
Megan Rose Merritt
Estefania Meza Arenaza
Brandon A. Minear
Ellette De Los Angeles Miranda
Alyssa Lauren Moeller
Ali Jordan Mohammad
Kimberly Montano-Tavera
Zana Alexis Moody
Ryan Narine
Leeza Ivette Negrillo
Hunter Thomas Neubarth
Venusanne Namocatcat Newman
Hai Duc Nguyen
*** Jackie Tuyet Nhi Thi Nguyen
Camila Obregon
Ainslie Rayne O'Reilly

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Janira Oriundo
Noelis Orochena
Abdon Jose Mariano Orrostieta
Keyla Yarelis Ortiz
Melanie Owens
Nickolas Siegmund Paris
Jessica Sandra Patandeen
Anup Ketan Patel
Dipak Chandrakant Patel
Krishan Nishith Patel
Todd Alexander Pearre
Taha Wajid Peervada
Helen Pena
Danielle Alexa Perez
Nathalie Elisabeth Perez
James Joseph Perry
Taryn Ashley Peters
Paula Phan
Christopher Samuel Piazza
Christina Pierre
Hanna Alexandra Pintado
Gregory Adam Poteau
Karlie Ryan Powers
Tatyana Emmy Preal
Nicole Marie Presutti
McKenzie Joanne Price
Ariel Liama Quinones
Bryan Devendra Rabindranauth
Andrea Nicole Radak
Ashley Rajkumar
Melisa Ramirez Pineda
Rajiv Rampersad
Ravena Farisha Rampersad
Shawn Manohar Rakapa
Kelsey Leann Reiser

** Stephanie Amber Rice
Miranda Mae Richardson
Stan George Richetti
Michael John Riley
Lauren Grace Ringland
Alice Jeannabelle Rivera
Andrew Carlos Rivera
Gadiel Rivera
Ashley Nicole Robinett
Kiara Robinson
Astrid Nahomy Rodriguez
Natali Alexis Rodriguez
Yarilis Rodriguez

* Holly Marie Rogers
Victoria Ann Rogers
Lindsay Marie Rollins
Robert Tyler Rollins

** Asahel Romero

* Julia Nicole Roussos
Nicholas Michael Russo
Miada Saleh
Adismary Salinas Recio
Natalia I. Samaniego

*** Carol Ann Sammet
Emily San Nicolas
Diana Patricia Sanchez
Sean Stefan Sanchez

*** Alexis Joy Scardasis
Katelyn Marie Schwab

*** Alexa Leigh Sesto
Brittany Elizabeth Sharfman
Gerarda Shehu

*** Juan Felipe Sierra Villarraga
Ninoska Veronica Sifontes
Ashley Cristina Smart
Regan Elizabeth Snell
Priya Jayesh Soni
Melissa Theres Spaeth
Alexis Keondra Stephens
Sara Louise Stuff
Zainab M. Sultanali
Husam Sultan Syed
Kristian Lauren Szeto
Rebecca Lynn Tabor
Shereen Rose Tajalli
Jason Jerome Tennant
Thanawwat Thavornvatanatayong
Ashley Chantal Thibeau
Ajith Mathew Thomas
Jyothy Thomas
K’leb Kimanie Thomas
Shivani Tiwari
Jimmy To
Jessica Touknehji
Christie Marie Tursi

* Tanner Jacob Tyer
Morgan Ashley Valantik
Lizbeth Jackeline Valentin
Catherine Nicole Vallarani
Ngoc-Anh Thi Van
Tan Cong Van
Heather Marie Van Bibber
Alyssa Jasmin Vasquez
Troy Michael Vaughn
Shelby Michele Vellala
Brandon Jay Vergara
Tessa Marie Van Voorhees
Courtney Alexa Wall
Saffiyah Yaminah Watts
Karlly Deserae Weaver
Jade Genevieve Weinzierl

** Ivy Ann West
* Tyler Anthony Weston
Christiania Mica White
Brandon Haywood Williams
Kimberly Evonne Williams
Colton James Woodard
Nicole Elizabeth Westbrock

* Gerges A. Yosef
Andrea Lauren Zachar
Kelly Marie Zambrano
Loren Nicole Zborovsky
Sarah Belle Zubler

Health Services Administration BS
Rachel Brie Adair
Randall Alegria
Yara Salman Aljuhani
Javed Ally

*** Jennifer Andrade
Safran Asgaralli
Lamees Ahmad Atshan
Estela Edayl Avila
Laura Andrea Ballesteros
Emily Nichole Barrios
Genevieve Marie Barth
Rida Batool
Hind Betharsa
Kender Bernard
Mira Ramesh Bhula
Sherryann Bisessar
Carlie Ann Boyle

* Cody Joseph Brayton
Amanda Janeth Brown
Ashley Nichole Caldwell
Rachel Calvo
April Maria Camargo
Carla Mayasher Campbell Eze
Nathan Thomas Cerone
Juliana Lyon Child
Trina Marie Christie
Ashley Jean Cope
Kayla Jean Collura
Claire Elizabeth Combs
Tierra Levon Coney
Shameika Lari Coombs
Laura Cecilia Cordoba
Ina Crnatic
Elvira Daniel
April Renee Davidson
Tiffany Lee DeLoach
Beatrice Desulme
Abner Diaz

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Kyrah-Leane Jean Dinham
Haley Noelle Dittman
Donna Maria Dopson
** Kristin Nicole Dowell
Aimee Lee Dubois
Roslet Dupras
Joelyn Adriana Escobar Orozco
Samantha Jordan Finley
Marleen Rodriguez Fontanez
Danielle Ann Forgie
Kelsey Elizabeth Frank
Hemant Kumar Ganesh
Rafael Gerardo Garces
Mia Nicole Garcia
Darrisha Pernise Gibbs
Denea Jatara Gibbs
Jacob Frederick Gibbs
Kells Gonzalez
Maria Camila Granada
Brittany Nicole Gray
Kelsey Nicole Green
Tia Calena Guzman
Patrice Brianna Hilton
Megan Elizabeth Holmes
Alexi McKell Howe
Alyssa Paige Howell
Angeline Beradette Hoyte
Kay Angela Hughes
Elizabeth Amarisa Ivey
Elizabeth Jagdeo
Agatha Laurina James
Elisa Y. Jimenez
Jessica Ann Johnson
Luetee Johnson III
Willie Johnson
Rochelle Salam Kadamani
Jason Andrew Kaisflik
Nosheen Khan
Cassandra Monica King
Occo Nicole Lang
Kenny Quang Le
Ruth Erin Leahy
Stephane Ann Leon
Kaley Nicole Lewandowski
Chaniece Colette Lewis
Ronnette Lechele Lewis
Vanessa Lorraine Lopez
Jesse Alexa Luna
Viviana Manautou
Jessica Marrero
Speranza Belinea Massenat
Dawn Elaine Matthews
Shane Anthony McCluskey

Jovin Rose McCormack
Melissa Natalia McKone
Brittany Dena Milam
Nahika Monestime
Johanna Munoz
Sarah Elizabeth Nemes
Veronica Joy Neterer
Zachary Matthew Ozmert
Joshua Gamaliel Pagan
Mina Eileen Pagan
Shanese Diana Powe
Alexa Michelle Prelaz
Yvette Quevedo
Valerie Rochelle Quinones
Jordan Mackenzie Reckling
Shawna Makamae Richards
Destini Rose Riposta
Ashley Nicole Rivet
Michael Lee Robbins
Elaines Rodriguez
Erin Makalika Ah Hee Rodriguez
Sueann Marie Rodriguez
Angelica Celeste Rodriguez Mancilla
Cara Ripy Roeck
Javier Christian Rojas
Melissa Saint Jean
Tasha Saint Louis
Clifton Chad Sainvill
Christina Marie Salazar
Carolyn Janel Samuels
Lyndsay Margaret Sanchez
Julianne Rachel Sandley
Cristina Sanfrancesco
Jos D. Santana, Jr.
Mayada Shibly
Joshua Ryan Sims
Taybet Ishat Siso
Rasheed Shah Sooudi
Matthew Allen Spidle
Taylor B. Stom
Nicole Marie Tague
Ginalathash Thompson
Amy Elizabeth Thwaites
Monique Nicole Tompkins
Amber Lynn Torina
Kimberly Lee Torres
Ruth Claudia Toussaint
Karima Trabelsi
Ashley Kay Vassar
Taylor Leigh Walters
* Sierra Marie Westfall
*** Victoria Lee White
Alexandria Marie Williams

Erica Maureen Williams
J Victoria Del Rosario Williams
Grant Tyler Wilson
Sparkle Shanae Woulard
Brenda Lee Wright
Omar Zubair Zakiullah
Nina Ricci Gelisangsa Zepeda

Legal Studies BS
Abla Aloufi
* Hope Michelle Bonen-Clark
*** Jariel Borges
** Sarah Elizabeth Brigham
Shervel Kerzyan Carrasquillo
K-Veenah Byanca Pascal Charles
* Kristy Ann Clinton
Claude Olivier Crevecoeur
Christopher Alberto Cuello
*** Alexandria Christen Dantes
*** Christina May Davis
* Andrew Thomas Dawson
Linnet Maria De Zayas
Cheyenne Dakotah Dunn
Jessica Kemah Morine Extra
Liliana Valentina Facchinei
Sherry Lussian Figueroa Amaro
* Malia-Lyn Tsukie Fushikoshi
Derik Xavier Gerhardt
Colin Andre Gordon
* Lauren Ann Grimes
Joshua Reid Grossman
** Alaa Hady-Halalip
Tiffany LaDonna Hargett
*** Ursula Dawn Hirsch
Tyla Shawn Jones
Tobias Jacob Koch
Christopher Brian Langley
Thomas Levu
Hayden Chase Markowitz
Tanisha Latonya Marshall
David James McCorkle
Mike Menard
* Nouman Mesfouli
Zachary Munoz
Lea Ann Ng'Save
Karina Ocasio
Dylan John Pellegrino
*** Amber Lynette Perkins
Eric Freddy Rodriguez
Alexander Jose Rosario
Solange Carolina Ruiz
Anthony Marcel Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health and Public Affairs

Jessica Ann Smith
Carli Simone Stiner
** Chaandni Marla Manu Tillack
*** Janet Valdes
   Edward John Whitaker
   Jemaine Terry Williams
* Morgan Taylor Wyatt
   Taylor A. Zymowski

Public Administration BS
Rendell Nicholas Adriheda Almeria
Christopher James Carson
Steven Alexander Corso
Amanda Mary Curley
Andrew Daniel Diehl
Devon Antonio Donovan-Guion
Kerline Dumont
Kaley Marie Dyer
Ashlyn Elizabeth Gray
Alexander William Gulde
Telly Savalas Howard, Jr.
Lentzy Y. Jean-Louis
Breanna Yvonne McKinnie
Shane Andre Oliver
Luz Delia Oquendo
Laura Ortiz
Manuel Enrique Ospina
Timothy Eugene Siverling, Jr.
Dinah Solon-Dandin
Heather Nicole Strong
Audrey Christine Supinger
Lisa Renee Vega

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW
Paola Flores
Takeila Shenell Harvey
Gladys Isabel Martinez
Teresa Ann Smith

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS
Greta Apostoli
Nicole Armand
Daniel Peter Auvil

Jeremiah Dominic Turtogo Balbin
Anna Y. Balenko
David Andrew Barnes
Jordan Marie Beardsley
Jennifer Bello
Scott Achuo Besong
Jadzia Gabriela Bracamonte
Stephen Joseph Brand II
Amanda Kathleen Burris
Kaleem Karl Cameron-Francis

Chelsea Renee Camps
Gabriella Castaneira
Bianca Ceballos
Matthew Kenneth Corvin
Taylor Marie Croteau
Liliana Carolina Cruz
Kathleen Cumba
Bashir Ihsan Dalati
Ian Winfield Dalton
Isaiah Michael Delaney

Lawton Charles DeLay
Malissa Lauren Descalzo
Samantha Khaymanic Doobay

Emily Marie Eischen
Nada Elzeidy
Rafaela Carraro Faria
Allen John Fox
John Paul Fox
Ciandra Nicole Franklin
Jeanine Garcia
Miranda Iris Gener Betancourt
Nicholas George Gonzalez
Olivia Barros Granja
Paula Andrea Grisales

Nicholas Marie Guvevara
Adriana Isabel Guvevara Aranguren
Patrick Amine Harb
Matthew Robert Havass
Christopher Alan Hawkins
James Bernard Heidings
Roksana Hesari
Kathy Ngoc Ho
Zachary Robert Huffman
Ryd Hussain
Karan Deep Issar
Crystal Marie Khuc
Nicholas Paul Kobzar
Vitali Koulik
Hunter Winston Kuhn
Kara Christine Lahman
Aaron Quoc Lam
Jordan Lane Lass
Jasmine Elizabeth Lopez
Shay Nicole Marchionne
Maria Alejandra Marquez
Amira Musarrat Mathin
Cailley Michele McCullough
Miguel Angel Medina-Serpas
Michelle Montoya
Holly Elyse Moote
Angelica Nguyen
Justin Scott Odell
Joel Kwabena Ofori
Antonio Nizamettin Ozel
Jordan Michelle Palmer
Jessica Aurelie Pereira
Nathalie Elisabeth Perez
Shelbi Peters
Michelle Rose Philor
Lillany Plasencia
Haley Adair Powell

Michelle Destiny Prophete
Geethika Reddi
Jessica Renee Restivo
Michael John Rodwell
LeAnne Michelle Russell
Peter Elias San Pedro
Derek Kyle Sanak
Serene Mujer Sheikh
Maria Fernanda Sierra
Glenney Marie Tello
Daniel Alejandro Tobar
Alexander Javier Torres
Isabella Maria Tripoli
Ndidi Onyedikachukwu
Zachary Tyler Untracht
Monica Patricia Vega

Rebecca Jane Vicenti
Jorge Manuel Villar Samantha
Jackson Robert Weller
Tyler Anthony Weston
Kaylee Elizabeth Whalen
Joy Williams

Biotechnology BS
Ruginn Porce Pepito Catarata
Edgar Eligio Cruz
Andres Hoyos
Steven Alex Katz
Michael Alberto Pupo
Adam Jonathan Slechta
Derick Joseph Tottle

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS
Lubja Osorio Arenaza

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN

Jarmaine Mari Abeja
Theresa Kay Adams
Maria Lena Afsendjour
Summer Fuad Akduman
Jihad Alaro
Shantel Marie Aldine
Melissa Alequin
Shale Renee Allen
Cristian M. Ambroze
Brian Daniel Anderson
Petra Antonova
Robin Christine Atkinson
Taylor Marie Bagley
Elizabeth Baldwin
Nicole Elaine Ballentine
Erika Sydney-Brielle Bentley
Ferra Lorraine Billa
Mackenzie Ann Billings
Jonathon Craig Blair
Millie Michelle Blau
Ivania Borrello
Alicia Jeanne Reisou Bradford
Tonia Alicia Bradley
Sarah Michel Britton
Stephanie Marie Burleson
Jelysa Ivrena Cain
Serena Cisneros
Danielle Alicia Clarke
Rachel Marie Cleary
Raelleigh Diane Connick
April Lorraine Cook
Jaimie Lynn Creasman
Amber Lynn Damato
Deandra Darmalingum
Naylin Davila
Jessica Leah De La Vina
Marie DelRio
Nagela Delva Jean Louis
Faith Elizabeth Dennis
Asmita Devkota
Kyle Andrea Dignam
Allysa Jordan Ellis
Herlieni Escalera
Jamie Lee Labud Farmer
Nicole Lynn Fasano
Christina Lopes Fernandes
Shelby Guinn Fisher
Kaleigh Louise Ford

Samantha Lee Forsberg
Shameka Lashay Francis
Margaret Leah Fridlich
Meredyth Patricia Gallagher
Miranda Madison Gardner
Vanessa Chanel Garrison
Brigitte Stephanie Gebara
Cherice Ellen Gertsman
Alexa Nicole Graves
Angela Mariah Grose
Alexandra Katherine Gulledge
Alyssa Marie Gunter
Erin Lee Gupta
Oritzha Haedo
Johann Alexander Haidacher
Omar Basim Hamad
Reham Hanna
C. Laney Hecht
Tamatha Suvelynn Henderson
Megan Kristina Hibdon
Victoria Grace Hilton
Nicole Elizabeth Hoen
Julee Louise Holcomb
Richard Barton Jenkins
Nicole Brian Johnson
Randi Lynn Johnson
Tabitha Lynn Victoria Johnson
Rebecca Rae Jones
Erika Lynn Juliano
Nina E. Kadio
Seth Ryan Karbal
Tammy Lee Keel
Katelyn Marie Kennedy
Katelyn Dallas Kern
Gina M. Kerr
Jaseem Uddin Khan
Katherine Ann Kohler
Toshiba LaBen/Ec Kohn
Caftlin Marie Kruse
Lori Lynn Lacivita
Allison Rose Laffitte
Vanessa Lecaros
Sandra Cay Link
Kenny V. Ly
Haley Maier
Jamie Cherie Manjura
Ashleigh Elizabeth Mann
James Edward McNiel
Victoria Kristine Mentzoni
Grethel Johanna Mercado
Elizabeth Joann Miller
Diego Antonio Montoya
Christina Illyse Morse

Danielle Andrea Morton
Hans Berthlin Nezier
Kristoff Cecil Nicholls
McKenzie Gayle Northrup
Victoria Oturi
Gabriela Ortiz
Christina Carol Pantalone
Ketteleene Paul
Michael Piacentino
Guernise Polifran
Sharon Elizabeth Popke
Francesca Pressa

** Emily Nina Qu
Karin Ramos
Stephanie Reed
Mackenzie Ellan Rehder
Ashley Brooke Reid
Anoa Susi Reynolds-Potter
Maeghan Autumn Ringer
Amanda Rogers
Brittany Anne Russo
Amanda Sangillo
Nola Tarryn Scheffer-Jones
Brittany Cochrane Schnibben
Gabrielle Kalobanne Schweigart
Kaelie Jewel Sharp

* Eva Rossi Shontz
Sonia Taina Small
Daniel Alexander Socarras
Patrick St Leger
Megan R. Strang
Derrylee Kay Thompson
Stacy Warner
Leighbray Patricia Wilson
Ana Paula Wilt
Jill Witherington
Heather Dawn Worrall
Krystine Lumang Zamora
Jennifer Renee Zamrza

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN Leadership and Management

Brandy Teresa Ball
Haley Rose Hawkinberry

Nursing Generic BSN-RN-MSN NP/CNL/NEd

Vikki Lynn Delzingaro
Tanya Ann Molina
Jennifer Jo Russo
Rachel Lynn Valentine

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Optics and Photonics

*Bachelor of Science in Photon Science and Engineering*

Photon Science and Engineering BS
Samuel Aaron Benjamin
Garrett John Bennett
Benjamin Asher Stuart

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
*** Elsa Janice Anschezet
Anthony Michael Armenia
Jakeyla Franyennie Augustin
Michael N. Behfar
Jessica Ann Beltran
Candace Desiree Bins
Vanessa Briceno Montilla
** Holly Mayelle Cammisa
Erin Elizabeth Connnett
Lissette Crespo
Maleik Orlando Davis
Briana Rae DeFilippis
Sara El-Atherah
David Brandon Friedland
Luz Betzy Garcia
Ashley Marie Garcia-Maynard

*** Maya Marge Givon
Louis Enrique Gonzalez-Coca
Faith Elizabeth Green
Maurie Patricia Hall
Ivy Ruth Henderson
Amanda Victoria Herrera
Alexia Jordan Hinds
Clare Mary Ann Kehoe
Tammy Lara
Alexandra Nicole Laufersky
Regina Martirena
* Laurel Dominguez Mengers
Stephanie Elizabeth Myara
Sara Ann Nikles
Rebecca Rodriguez
Stephanie Marie Ruweli
Gregory Allen Sagozz
Aaron Gene Scott
* Ali Bashir Sheikh
Sara Valentina Solano
Esmeralda Paz Struyk
Blake Patrick Summerlin
Lauren Ashley Uppenhov
Jessica Marie Valdes
Dalton Quaid Wilkerson
Melaina Drew Wood

Anthropology BA
Kimberly Carolina Batres
Justin Daniel Bratcher
Zachary David Brooks
Jabari Isaac Brown
Nicole Alejandra Burich

Teagan Arlene Casto
Reinaldo Andres Colon
* Joshua Charles Comfort
Lauren Ashley Connolly
* Travis Lee Corwin
Ricardo Felix
Kathleen Margaret Godsil
Kaitlyn Gayle Greene
Magdaman Hernandez Otero
Kelly Marie Hoyt
Ashleigh Marie Kortlever
Sarah Letitia Lock
Carrie Ann McManus Loiacono
Yariel Josue Lopez
Cassandra Lynn Markham
Ashley Marie McBroom
Bailey Anne McDaniel
Loribeth Mesa
Maria Fernanda Meza
Vanessa Marie Micles
Nicholas Richard Milbauer
Kelsey Jeanne Mills
Marisa Brooke Minerovic
Emmanuel Nogueira
Karina Noguera
Daniel Christopher Novoa
* Hanna Park
Ismael Perez
Dennis Richard Pierson
Asma Zahir Rahim-Bux
T'Shana Letesisha Samuel
Emma Caroline Terry
Andy Christopher Tilstra
Celyn Michelle Vasquez
* Brenda Judith Vasquez Serrano
Monica Nicole Vazquez-Diaz
Jordan Marie Winfield
Isa Azim Wynne

Human Communication BA
Brooke Marie Abdon
Jordan Nikemian Akins
Falanca Apollon
Lexus Louise Astacio
Alexander Benjamin Barnett
Megan Lynda Barney
Benjamin Robert Baugher
Meagan Nicole Benn
Dana Marie Bonacki
Raquel Arianna Bravo
Janee Michele Burton
Samantha Marie Carcache
Isabella Carmona Osorio
Cera Renee Casey
Judithie Charles
Tucker James Cirimele
Christopher R. Collins
Arin Lynn Conrad
Laura Coronado
Liza Marie Creatura
Antonio Lee Davis, Jr.
Idalis Lorean Dawson
Gabriella America De Luca
Paige Alexandra Dever
Jared Andrew DiBartolo
Chelsea Marie Dixon
Ryan Miles Drury
Cayla Fay Dugowson
Casey Nicole Dunn
Emily Diane Dunn
Elijah David Enot
Dustin Richard Fecera
Stephanie Ferazzoli
Michael Jerome Fisher, Jr.
Amanda Kristin Flood

*** Holly Leigh Fohr
** Taylor Celeste Fohr
Nathan Daniel Gattie
Gabriela Gianoli
Clark H. Gibbons
Daniel Matthew Goldberg
Nathaniel Gomez
Marisa Daniela Gracia
Christian Anthony Guadalupe
Vincent Paul Guglietta
Darac Jane Harry
Clintong Leon Hatcher
Nichole Mia Heck
Chelsea Mi Henry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Blake Michael Hipps
Ellen L. Hodkins
Monique Alexandra Hoepelman
Nicholas Joseph Hogg
Jessica Ryan Ismirle
Victoria Elise Jack
Dejanira Jackson
Florine Jerome
Brandon Paul Kalloo Sanes
Brendan Riley Kelly
** Karen Michel King
Octavius Lajuan King
Megan Alexandria Lawrence
Courtney Renee Leasure
Jacquelyn Diane Ligon
Bianca Alyssa Lopez
Christopher Botting Lumbert
Jorge Luis Matos, Jr.
Philip Andrew Maynard
Jeremy Marc Metellus
Monica Mae Metzger
Nathalie Paola Mikan
Jacqueline Beatriz Morales
Bianca Marcele Moreno Vivas
Michael James Morrison
Amarylis Linette Moya
Jasmine H. Muller
Maria Teresa Fabiana Narsete
Nader Nashed
Danielle Nicholl
Joseph Paul Nugent
Kevin Patrick O'Connor
Tia Rae O'Grady
Anna Orekhova
Seamathan Pajotte
Carlos Omar Palma
Logan Marie Parvus
Kasumi Usaba Perez
Theresa Phiri
Gabriella Jose Photos
Gema Grace Pineda
Haley Jean Pulver
Breachna Leigh Pybus
Alec Christopher Quint
Jack Ryan Rainwater
Evan Michael Ratzaff
Katherine Eva Revlett
Maria Camila Reyes
Jocelyn Simone Rezendes
Adrian Simon Rivera
Erinca Adriana Rivera
Hiram Joseph Rivera, Jr.
Pedro Jose Rivera-Archeval
Eric Steven Romero
Drake Keith Rowland
Alana May Salter
* Veronica Sanchez
Joseph Charles Schanne III
Laurel Anne Schuler
Troy Alan Sellers
Desiré Elora Shepherd
Shelby Mikayla-Anne Shimp
Lindsay Rose Sibio
Erich Esteve Siqueira
Katelyn Luisa Sirp
Jonathan Edward Thompson
Clifford Bernard Vanté
Pitchaporn Vorapipatanara
Laura Katherine Wall
Britney S. Weaver
Alicia Noel Wichmanowski
Adam Cecil Wojnar
Alora Marie Wright
Alexis Unique Young
Eric Michael Yrisarry
Victoria Marie Zombo

International and Global Studies BA
Nicholas Ernesto Audio
Tiffany Geovana Borrego
Jaclyn Marie Cords
Salima Dabien
Tamira Lavette Farmer
Sara Ann Gilbert
Efrain Granda
Shauna Lynn Hickson
Allison Kathleen Lee
Kristen Laura Martinez
Michael Anthony Martinez, Jr.
Trudy Shai Morse
* Veronica Ford Rios
Vanessa Patricia Rosales
Jamie Catherine Ruchser
Vanessa Singh
Natiyah D. Washington
Joseph Francis Zimmerman III

Journalism BA
Nicole Cyndra Dudenhoefler
Taylor Infante
Andrew Stephen Ramos
Felicia Ivy Roopchand
Chelsea Kathryn Santiago

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
Dianelys Leonor Fuentes
Christopher Ryan Hargrove
Crystal Raquel Ruiz
Tiffany Amber Thompson
* Brianna Hope Volz

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Katherine Anne Ceballos
Nathan Paul Hendrix
Andrea Carolina Mujica
Aileen Perilla
Jean Racine

Physics BA-Biophysics
Christopher Thomas Bozak

Political Science BA
Alexander Luis Santiago

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Bradford James Benson
Matthew Stephen Cain
Alexandra Marie Chandler
Cody James Charni
Shayla Lynne Connell
Charles Michael Crawford
Justin Edge
Heather Nicole Falcon
John Michael Halloran
Alex Lauritsen-McCay
Adil Waleed Manzoor
Firaz Motiwala
Joshua James Myers
Natalie Pecan
Sebastian M. Rougemont
Rubin Sanchez
Caleb James Spencer
Alexander Roy Stout
Anna Margaret Taylor
Maria Isabel Villagrana
Lyndsie Ann Watkins

Political Science BA-International Relations-Comparative Politics
Zara Abid
Daniel Ryan Anderson
Taylor Beth Ashcraft
Tyler Blake Banniza
Cameron James Bonnewell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Maria Eduarda Brawne
Juliette Celestin
Taylor Alexander Christian
*** Faith Elizabeth Culhane
Samuel James Davis
* Taraleigh Davis
Angel Couto De Souza
Santo Anthony Dileo, Jr.
Kyle William Dunn
Richard Charles Faircloth, Jr.
Julian Ferrer
Fernanda Estefania Guerrero
Damian Tyler Gunn
Michael Hatcher Hall
Victor Manuel Hernandez, Jr.
Perry Hamilton Hess
William Randell Jaycox
Sabrina Jerome
Sojin Kim
Hannah Rose Kipersztok
Griffin Locke
** Nicholas Scott Maier
Leonardo Angel Masson-Siccardi
Felix George McBroom IV
Shane Christopher McCarron
Garrison Kade McGohon
Courtney Blair McLain
Amy Jocelyn Murillo
Trevor Brandon Norell
Jonathan Hunter Pickering
Dina Wail Raouf
Nicholas George Richardson
Samuel Lavin Scott
Samantha Marie Spurlock
Emily Danielle Stone
Cody Michael Thacker
William Alexander Tortorella
Sabrina Melissa Travers
Alejandro Turino Mosqueda
Kristen Elizabeth Vazquez
Kyle Leonard Wojewoda
Morgan Shelby Wright
* Jelena Zupancic

Political Science BA-Political Science-Prelaw

Nadia Bassam Abed
Melanie Morgan Alfieri
Vincent Nunziato Aprea
Yrainy Artigas
Jovanna Sabrina Bailey
Nailah Donnaye Bowen

* denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
*** denotes Cum Laude

Kristal Nicole Brown
Megan Marie Burrier
Emanuel Floyd Centeno
Ryan Patrick Clancy
Nicole Marie Crespo
Samuel Zacarias Del Carpio
Jaden Alana Edwards
Bryan Angel Estevez
Samuel Farot

*** Elizabeth Danielle Hendrix
Carson Alex King
Brian Marie La Rosa
Celestial Anne McBride
Aicha-Farrah Otmane
Jennifer Cecilia Pinto
Lisa Jennifer Quinones
Kahreem Cecil Ramkisson Gilks
Jeffrey Ryan Reisner

* Veronica Ford Rios
Brittany Nicole Rulli
Kelly Anne Thomas
Kyle Tursky
Dirk Forrest Vanderpol
Adam Scott Wallach
Olivia Angelica Webb
Tyeven Skyley Zalloum

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Generalist

Nathan Joseph Barone
Danielle Christine Bock
Jeremy Jorge Carney
Niza Angelika Colon
Donald Russell Culp
Mark Douglas Cummings
Jada Simone Harris
Brandon Nicholas Hart
Nicolette Celine Hernandez
Michael Raphael Lopez
Taylor Anne Mandel
Gabriela Aminta Murphy
Jason Andre Renaud
Kendra Daisha Salter
James Albert Smith III

Radio-Television BA-Broadcast Journalism

Michael Darryl Cannady
Danielle Ashley Case
Victoria Analiacia Cue
Hakeem Malcolm-Jamil Dickson
Ana Maria Espinosa
Barmel Denisha Lyons

Radio-Television BA-Media Management and Operations

Jasmine Timara Riley
Angely Marie Sanchez

Radio-Television BA-Production

Daniel Alejandro Acero
Sarah Gabrielle Ashoura
Ashley Catherine Becquer
Hector Luis Benabe, Jr.
Kody Robert Booth
Alexa Viana Costa
Amber E. Foltz
Jessica Joyce Gallo
Joseph Alan Graham
Erin Chelsea Hardin
Thomas Huisman
Lauren Sydney Kish
Steven Brandon Martinez
Craig Mitchell Maunsell
Leigh-Ann Elizabeth Rivera
Maximillian Storm Rivera
Megan Johanna Robinson-Bliem
Miranda Kay Urubazo

Sociology BA

Claudia Maria Aguayo
Samantha Almendarez
*** Elsa Janice Anschuetz
Ivan Markeese Beard
Elizabeth Michelle Birch
Cathryn Geraldine Buccci
Megan Ann Cawley
Veronique Chevery
Kiana Marie Cruz
Danielle Smukall Domingues
Emmanuel Espinales
Andres J. Fernandez
Jacquelyn Rose Fernandez
Seydi Libeth Fonseca
Samantha Jo Freda
Jonathan Alexander Guadalupe
Brittanie Marie Hadlock
Jennifer Hoyt
Brian Marie La Rosa
Adena Leah Labovitz
Kristina Priscilla Lazarus
Kayla Victoria Loper
Nicholas Nevitt Luciani
Tabitha Marie Luongo
College of Sciences

Brittany Ruth Mansell
Kasi Ashley Mullings-Dawkins
Melissa Paez
Briana Vanessa Robinson
Desiree Lily Sangster
Melanie Stylianou
Seojeon Suh
***
Tessa Mia Treadwell
Katherine Gisselle Trivino
Kate Sebastian Valley
Carlos Antonio Vargas
* Naomi Adele Wallace
Devin Edward Ward
* Jelena Zupancic

Bachelor of Science

Biology BS

Elizabeth Ann Abney
Sara Abossedgh
Jordan Richard Arias
Shaneil Deen Baksh
Brooke Katelyn Bayer
Rochelle-Anne Monique Benjamin
Christopher Powers Bible, Jr.
Jaclyn Alexia Britton
Lauren Jane Carver
Michael Sean Cleary
William Steven Cole II
Kristi Michaela Cortes
Christian Andrew Delia
Hayden Craig Duerson
Sarah Marie Eldridge
Caitlyn Lee Epperson
Caryn Marisa Ford
Michelle Eden Freire
Cyd Marie Gonzalez
* Ajay Govindaraj
Dominique Antoinette Gray
Ryan Douglas Hammond
**
Fairoz Imrana Haque
Khai Huyh
Cyrus Farhad Irani
Ilmuur Jonsdottir
Rachel Anne Kalikapersaud
Sheik Farreha Khaled
Anishah Salima Khanpetrosky
Bri Kimmel
Nathale Eloize Lachinski
Keegan Randolph Laud
Brittany Madison Lebert

Dakota Michelle Lewis
Zhangwu Li
Julia S. Lima
AD Lor
Daniel Thomas Maccagnone
Daniela Martinez
Lucia Cristina Medina
Kacie Kathrynn Miller
Maxwell Dean Miner
Michelle Alexandria Modena
Shanna Christine Montenegro
Brian Ortega Mora
Oluwapelumi Oluwatimilehin
Nicole Peck
Isabella Catalina Posse
Carlos Joseph Powery
Sebastian Augusto Puentes
Christian Rodriguez
Emily Marie Rogers
Johann Eduardo Roncal
Taylor Marie Rooney
Rafael Alfonso Rosado
Samantha Renee Rosado
Hatlee Susanna Rust
Nicole Alejandra Salgado
Carolyn Nicole Santiago
Giselle Cecilia Sbarrap
Raquel Alexis Scalzo
Amber Noel Schmidling
Samuel Sosa
Frank Suarez
Emma Kate Sutton
Rebecca Marie Sweatman
David Samuel Taylor
Thanh Quoc Tran
Amber Rochelle Trotto
Anelis Valentim-Delgado
* Chrystal Kaye VanDeventer
Mary Elizabeth Ward
* Amanda Ashley Waugh
Jessica Ann Westfall
Alexis Kathleen Witsell
Aulin Beniamin Zamfir
Leonardo Jose Zayas

Biology BS-General Biology

Keyon Davoodian
Christian Manuel Garcia
Jacob Harrison
Miguel Antonio Irias
Johanne Audrey Lazare
Taylor Marie Martin

Matthew Sullivan Rudolph
Allyson Christine Smith

Biology BS-Pre Health Professional Biology

* Peter Brandon Dominguez

Chemistry BS

Spencer Rudy Dalrymple
Keith J. Hawkins
Christina Marie Kokoszka
Taya Danielle Lennon
Madison Nicole Peppler
* Scott Carl Scalera
Shannon Marie Sestile

Chemistry BS-Biochemistry

Nathan Vorbes Alerge
Brooke Katlyn Bayer
Enrique Julian Blanco Martinez, Sr.

Forensic Science BS-Analysis

Olivia Erin Anderson
Sonia Bencomo
Robin Elizabeth Clarke
Ryan Donovan Dungan
Artisia Shaneika Hicks
Elkin De Jesus Howard
Munira Shabbir Jamal
Taya Danielle Lennon
Jillian Ashleigh Nichole Miksanek
Bryan Huu Nguyen
Megan Katherine Rudan
Kristan E. Smith

Forensic Science BS-Biochemistry

Nicolas Bryan Duenas
Brooke Yvonne Macklin
Shannon Elizabeth Truax

Mathematics BS-Computual

Bryan Christopher Hart

Mathematics BS-General Concentration

Luke Mackenzie Archer
Rory Tosh Barrett
Sebastian Giovannini
Yuilxa Lynn Grullon
Kyle Anthony Haldane
Devan Jatin Patel
* Corin Edward Staves
Samario Anthony Torres

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Biology
Victoria Allison Edstrom

Mathematics BS-Mathematical Economics
Nicolas Lopez
Dominic Estevan Pineiro

Physics BS
Arnold Juan Banner
*** Andrew Evan Davis
Rikki Christina Leyva

Physics BS-Astronomy
Conrad L. Troha, Jr.

Psychology BS
Kyla Carmel Abad
Heather Nicole Abbott
Johnathan Alan Adams
Morgan Nicole Adams
Christopher Rene Aguilar
Olaoluwa Oluwatoyin Ajibola
Kelsey Leigh Alexander
Vanessa Alfaro
Martina Danielle Alladin
Krista Mascalichi Alvarado
Chelsea Nicole Amaya
Tiffany Vallie Andersen
Daniela Angel
Juan Diego Arboleda
Tracy Aristide
Ayla Arshad
*** Pamela Ellen Askins
Michael Atencio
Orlanda Alexandra Augustin, Jr.
Dianelisse Ayala
Layla Khalid Ayesh
Cassandra Eden Bailey
Allison Marie Barker
Gabriel David Batista
Gabriela Ribeiro Batista
* Stephen Zachary Beasy
Brian Cole Beaton
Gabrielle Anna Bell
Megan Marie Bell
Samuel Francis Bentum
Jonathon Willcox Berman
Risha Hitesh Bhatkan
Kency Esperanza Blanco

Chinitta Lavette Boggs
Liz Marie Bonet
Michael Keith Bosser
Rachel Nicole Boulanger
Kelly Amanda Bowen
** Richard Tyler Bowen
Janiece Beatrice Boyd
Jacinth Noel Bradley
Trevor J. Braggins
Christian Bricourt
Larry Bartholomew Brinson, Jr.
Joseph Britt III
Amanda Shakourie Brown
Teresa Brown
Maria Priscilla Brujan
Brittany Rose Buckholz
Katherine Bulman
Catherine Anne Bumsted
Irina Gabriela Burbano
Mary Ann Burch
Jamie Lynn Cairns
Christiane Caldwell
Dorothy Blanca Camille
Lameria Arielle Campbell
William Patrick Campelo
** Chelsea Renee Camps
Eulalia Esperanza Cannefax
Raelis Michelle Cantero-Garcia
LeAnn Linnea Capelli
Carolina Cardenas
Kelly Elizabeth Carpenter
Janae Monique Carroll
Anahi Casanova
Marisol Castaneda
Tiffany Renee Cavvyer
Brianna Chan
Laura Charles
Zachary David Chastain
Sharvan Kumar Chhabria
Ashley Marie Chiarotto
Sarah Jo Christie
Taylor Marie Ciafone
Valerie Adriana Cipriani
Jesse Lee Cirolne
Kyle Phillip Clark
Samantha Class
Alexus Lashae Claude-Williams
Shanice Ashley Clayton
Krystal Clutter
Rory Patrick Coleman
* Rachel Collazo
Shauna Lauren Coppola
Michael Corbisiero
Yadimar Cotto-Rivera
Crystal Danielle Cousin
Jodi-Ann Lois Crawford
Shaun Patrick Crooks Joseph
Alexis Rae Crosby
Justin Douglas Cusumano
Leah Marie Dall
Janelle Cassandra Daniels
Chase Michael Daughtery
Meikall Elan Davies
Brandon Michael Denis
Kathiana Desir
*** Daryn Alexis Dever
Johnell Alexander Diaz
Karen Daniela Diaz
Hannah Drabic
* Joshua James Duarte, Jr.
Nicolas Bryan Duenas
Vanessa L. Dunson
Luke Joseph Ebbesmeyer
Matthew Erik Edelman
Annette Victoria Elguezabal
Misty Kay Ellis
Deanna Elsey
Sarah Emad-Eldien Elshebereny
Kiana Lissette Espinal
** Jacquelyn Andrea Espinola
Jacquelyn Vernae Evans
Zachary Jackson Fairchild
Ryan Michael Fantetti
* Nicole Susan Farnum
Brooke Catherine Fasciana
** Haley Joy Felder
Nicolette Marie Felix
Linda Ann Ferguson
Fabiola E. Fernandez
Leonard A. Fernandez
Caroline Mary Grace Fischer
Danielle Lynn Fisher
Azaria Fitzgerald
Yasmin Plasterstein
Cindy Carolina Flores
Alicia Monique Font-Loboek
Edmond L. Fordham II
Sonya Fowler
* Saga Fredriksson
Nacoal Koren Friend
Juliette Fuzzard
Anectic Gacutno, Jr.
Andrew Marcial Galvez
Katrina Michelle Garcia
Kerlan Jocelyn Garcia
*** Vanessa Garcia

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude

** denotes Magna Cum Laude

* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Stephanie Nicole Gauthier
Bonnie Amanda Gay
** Sarah Elaine Godlewski
Allison Spring Golden
Chayil Lynn Goldin
Jessica M. Gomez
Cesar Hiram Gomez Torres
Michael Alberto Gonzalez
Zachira Josefina Gonzalez
Patricia Gonzalez Trujillo
Julie Elizabeth Gorman
Ashley Ann Gray
Dominique Antonette Gray
Irene Margarete Green-Marshall
Cristina Leigh Greico
Paul Mitchell Grover
Lauren O'Meghan Gunther
Daniel Anthony Gutierrez
Savannah Leigh Hagan

*** Kathryn Michelle Hall
Jessica Emily Halpin
Branden Michael Hamel
Brynn Suzanne Hamilton
Kereen Amanda Hanson
Hannah Mae Harding
* Brooke Marilyn Hatten
Daniel Ryan Hayes
Courtney Kiana Haynes
Derrick Michael Henry
Anthony Jaymes Henson
Brennae Morgan Hereford
Jonathan Hernandez
Linda Hernandez
Hannah Louise Hess
Charles D. Hilbert
Jenna Marie Hines
Heather Hodges
Darryl Jamar Hogans
Amanda Sinclair Hoover

* Julie-Ana Novaes Hopkins
Karley Patrice Houston
Carlin Elizabeth Huegli
Noma Hussain
Abigail V. Husty

*** Lisa Rene Iannotti
Valerie Nicole Inglese
Nevin Irizarry-Cardoza
Kendall Taylor Iturrioz
Deja Simone Jackson

* Heather Suzanne Jackson
Lexy Morgan Jacobs
Julian Ammarie Jaggon

*** Kassidy Leigh James

Heather Nicole Janas
Stanley Jean Simon, Sr.
Tatiana Jimenez
Rebecca Scales Jockers
Rood Jerry Jonathas
Eyvonne Arace Jones
Marc Elie Joseph
Hollee Nicole Kachel

* Jodi Renee Keaton
Kelti Lee Keister
Robert Heath Kerr, Jr.
Faryal Khan
Emily Dawn Kimball
Wyatt Ray Kinmer
Samantha Alexa Kitchen-Pareja
Rebecca Sarah Kitye
Jennifer Erin Kleber
Caroline Lashay Knupp
Heidi Michelle Koivu
Keith Christopher Kong

* Jihanna Margaret Kopp
Ashley Elizabeth Kreiter
Hannah Rose Kritzman
Tiiffany Marie Kuehne
Joy Kara Kuhaneck
Kathryn Anne Labrador
Meghan Leigh Landis
Heather Rebekah Lasley
Adam Layish
Felicia Mae Lebron
Sergio Luis Lebron Ortiz
Lyle Lee Lecaptain, Jr.
Jessica Rene Lee

** Kent Marcus LeFebvre
Grace-Ann Sheron Ashley Lewis
Terra Angelica Lilkendey
Gabrielle Angelica Logrono
Thaysy Lopez
Mayra Alexandra Lorenzo
Cassandria Racquel Loria
Cam Hue Luong
Stephanie Louise Lutz
Rianne Charisse Lyew
Marian Machell Malone
Megan Elizabeth Malphurs
Kellie Nicole Mangan
Kindall Megan Manore
Helena Alexandra Manssuer
Sherly Marquez
Erica Shea Marchetti

** Nathalie Jasmin Marquez
Gabriel Andres Martinez
Megan Gabrielle Mason
Gabriel Jordan Maysonet
Celestial Anne McBride
Michael Laird McCanna
Tiiffany Renee McClanathan
Ashley Nicole McCormick
Amy Diane McCoy
Sabrena Ashley McCullough
Moli Marie McFarland
Melissa Ann McGuire
Kaitlyn Nicole McKinney
Carly Brooke McLaughlin
Alea Rose McPherson
Jasmin Kamaria McWhite
Corey A. Mead
Alyssa Marie Medina
Diandra Medina
Natasha Yvette Medina
Megan Denise Meeks
Leslie Angelica Mejia Acevedo
Karly Jaye Mendora
Sarah Ann Mennen
Bruna Mendonca Breves Mesquita
Yu Miao
Rachel Audra Miele
Dana Michelle Miller
Jalana Kayla Miller
Melissa Marie Miller
Nailah Mohammed
Nicole Christina Montagna
Juliette Michaela Montefio
Jasmine Marie Montero
Vanessa Cristina Morales
John-Paul Moreland, Jr.
Kristine Ann Musumeche
Eduardo Nava
Taylor Danielle Neal
Tara Ashley Nelson
Annika Lynn Nichols
Stephanie Rose Nielson
Steven Nunez
Margaret Elizabeth O'Malley
Ariana Katerina Orosz
Summer Orzabal
Aries Elizabeth Osorio
Jennifer Leigh O'Steen
Benjamin Reid Otwell
Alexis Gregg Owensby
Kenneth Lindley Oyster III
Rachel Nicole Page
Spencer Shaw Page
Aisha Palm
Kristine Marie Palombi

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
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College of Sciences

Amrita A. Patram
Marissa Aleece Paul
Shirley Pena
Joram Julio Perez
Marisabel Alejandra Perez
Nicolette Veronica Perez
Ursula Ellen Perry
Makayla Jo Peters
Kaitlyn Taylor Peterson
Jessica Marianne Petersen
* Vanessa Nicole Picot
Samantha May Stephanie Pile
Haley Elizabeth Poirier
Michelle Marie Porto
Margaret Poyhanya
Tabitha Fawn Praino
Samanta Priebie
Raquel Erica Rado
Kristina Marie Ramos
Barbara Vanessa Ramphal
Daniel L. Rash
Alexis Jane Rector
Julie Anne Restivo
Jonathan Edward Richardson
Amy Marie Ridge
Destinee Nichole Riggs
Bryan D. Rivera
Katia Zoe Rivera
Lilliana Natalie Rivera
Nicole Robitsek
Chloe Marie Robles
Jeffrey Myles Roche
Jessica Rodriguez
Natalie Fresa Rodriguez
Carmen Margarita Rodriguez Slinger
Dalyah Gabrielle Rogers
Amanda Nicole Roller
Natasha Elisa Romero
Stephanie Maria Rosa
Kyle Bruce Rosales
Niyeliza Kristen Rosario
Yovanna Rose
Courtney Lauren Rossi
* Gabriela Marie Rousseau
Wolfgang Orlando Rubio
Alma Rosa Ruiz
Andia De Simone Ruiz Payne Narcis
Sarah A. Saeed
Mariana Bella Sall
Adrianna Victoria Sanchez
Ryan Joseph Sanders
Alyssa Renee Santos
Matthew Aries Santos
Lital Sasson
Heidi Seaglione
Harley Rose Schwartz
Derek Stevan Sears
Cole Ronald Sebastian
Shelby Lynne Secor
Steven John Serrano
Dylan Shaeffer-Foley
** Melissa Lynn Shephard
Sarah Christine Sheppard
Giselle Sandra Rosalvos Silva
Mariana Silva
Quinton Tyler Silva
Brianna Mishelle Silvestre
Juanita Denise Simms
Yan Olegovich Skabara
Brianna R. Smith
Mark Andrew Smith, Jr.
Roberto Sosa
Laura Anne Sowdon
Tavon Samuel Spencer
Ashley Stanford
Shelby Renae Stark
Rachel Danielle Stearns
Madison Marie Stehle
Zachary Aaron Stein
Katelyn Suzanne Stiles
Alaina Marie Still
Shontara Trenice Streeter
Allison Marie Sudman
Ashley Camille Suydam
Darlene Ailea Taylor
Erica Nicholle Thomas
Olushola Olutosin Thomas
Matthew Scott Tobolik
* Kate Helen Tomlinson
Rafael Edgardo Toro
Brandon Michael Torres
Carmen Lilia Torres
Jazmin Gicela Torres
Stephanie Marie Valdes
Daniela Valencio
Suzanne Renee Van Doorn
Kaylee Renee Van Lue
Anne Marie Vandenber
Kristen Elizabeth Vazquez
Stephanie Vazquez
Vanessa Antonia Virgile
Lauren Louisa Visco
Halic Elizabeth Walker
Heather Elizabeth Walker
Victoria Lynn Wallace
Jake Robert Wallin
Hannah Rene Wardner
Patrick Riley Warren
Hellen Frances Washburn
Christopher R. Wasman
James Cameron Waters
Marshay Weaver
Bobbi Lee Webb
Kirsten Cecelia Wellborn
Ashley Eileen Weller
* Gregory Richard Whiehurst
*** Alexis Janet Whitmire
Mariel Laraine Whitmore
Ebony Shanese Williams
Tearanni Elizabeth Williams
Bryce Christian Wilson
Katelyn Elizabeth Wright
Shanice Alicia Wright
Ashley Marie Yocca
Amber Nicole Zyskowski

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology
Darlene Noralus
Lisandra Lenay Rodriguez
Kristy Lynn Rundle

Social Sciences BS
*** Angelina Felicia Cruz
* Erica Luz Diaz-Ramos
Danielle Rae Evans
Addison Marie Farnsworth
Katrina Eileen Hutsell
Nicolette Aset Jackson
Lauren Elizabeth Mikusa
Rachael Bernadette Reed
Keith Daniel Santiago
Beatriz Suarez
Shereen M. Tayeh

Statistics BS
Kelsey Alexandra Arthur
Andrea Michelle Bitney
* Kathy Yuen-Ting Chan
Kelli Page Corrigan
Kevin Allan David
Samantha Aubrey Greer
Andrew Jones
** Diana Tuyet Konarzewski
Jinghan Li
Taylor Lee Palavecino
Darrel Figueroa Pedraza, Jr.
Veronica Morgan Peters
David Michael Snyder

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Ivelina Petrova Stoyanova
Alexandro David Velasquez

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA
Ana-Lisa Roxanne Aguilar
Andy Arias
Daniel Alejandro Arias
Austín Louis Aviles
Christine Elizabeth Barbosa
Rachel Leigh Barker
Michael John Bieringer
Madison Paige Boudinot
Rachel Brill
Cameron Scott Brooks
Jessica DeAnne Carlucci
Ashley Caimol Castano
Daniel Cervino
Nicholas Samuel DeAngelis
Angel Delgado

** Robyn Ashley Doran
** Meghan Audrey Forde

** Allison Michelle Freeman
Danni Kaitlyn Garrison

* Emma Xulili Giguere
Courtney Michelle Guider
Cinthia Lucia Gutierrez
Raul Ricardo Gutierrez
Matthew Kyle Heffelfinger
Julia Fay Hehir
Faith Alan Holden
Raquel Elizabeth James
Sara Kosarac

* Vicky Lam
Jenny Elaine Linde
Sterling Lyons
Keisha Manning
Christian Martinez Lugaro
Yvette Ariana Marva
Donna Jean McGill-Willingham
Julia Margaret Moore
Jaimie Teresa Morris
Harry Benjamin Murphy
Colleen Nicole Nelson
Caleb Benjamin Nyberg
Erika Johanna Orozco
Brooke Alexa Oster
Rachel Oyinoluwa Oyinloye
Melissa Lin Porcaro
Danielle Justine Redlick
Sullymar Reices-irizarry
Dayanara Angelica Rivera
Jessica Leigh Russell

** Deidrea Geneva Salley
Jasmine Santana

** Lauryn Lindsay Savage

** Nora Kathleen Schutte
Christian Alexander Seijo
Deshay Farid Semaan
Mia Sophia Sotis
CaSandra Lee Stade
Kelsey Michaelene Sullivan
Erica Monique Teamer
Rebekah Elizabeth Thomas
Haley Patricia Thurston
Joshua Clifford Tyrre
Charles Erik Van Horn
Josue Villa
Samantha Raye Whobrey
Omar Raheem Williams
Taylor Michelle Winslow
Hannah Jordan Wood

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Women's Studies

Caroline Espinosa
Nicholas George Mason

Bachelor of Science

Interdisciplinary Studies BS
Mariem Gergis Abraham
Caitlin Elizabeth Ackerman
Nya Aranjeena Alicea
Javon Olen Anderson
Jennifer Lee Baer
Chelsey Lyn Beaulieu
Felix Luis Bello
Tawanda Gardeline Bernard
Christopher Michael Beverly
Shameeale D. Blackmon
Lauren Elyse Bochel
Andrew Richard Boyd
Brennan Edward Bozeman
Daniel Gregory Brown
Matthew Patrick Brown
Victoria Latrice Brown
Ashley Sue-Ann Bryan
Kelsey Ann Carew
Reagan Noelle Collins
Brittney Jenny Combs
Karen Michelle Conley
Kristina Nicole Cornet

Samantha Beatrice Crenshaw
Zachery Lee Crosno
Nicholas Lee Crowley
Kaitlin Kendall Crurt
Kemberly Gail Cunto
Ruben Ricardo Darancou
Shannon Patrice Dass
Jameson David
Danyelle Bryanna Davis
Kayla Morgan DeCoiff
Brittani Sharquelle Delaine-Walker
Alexandra Noelle DePasquale
Dylan George Diaz

*** Maria Dolores Diaz
Chudi Valentine Egbibeke
Kirk James Eldinson
Bashar Akram Elkhatab
Kelsey Elizabeth Evans
Ahmed Felo
Tatiana Fernandez Botero
Rebecca Elizabeth Foster

* Valerie Anne Fredericks
Richard Troy Garritta
Hannah Kaelyn Gary
Nicole Marissa German
Keegan Rosemarie Gill
Mark Bartley Glenn, Jr.
Rachel Elise Goldston
Anthony Ryan Gordon
Taylor Lynn Hannan
Courtney Ty Harvey
Miranda Kay Hawkins
Luis Alejandro Hernandez
Jose Vicente Hernandez Garzon
Robert Charles Hussey
Brent Joseph Johnson
Tyler Anthony Johnson
Tyler Renea Johnson
Aisha Lateefah Jones
Rachelle Joseph
Nalisa Lina Kanya
Amanda Grace Kelly
Jake Robert Kelso
Kathryn San Agustin Kes
Joseph Jonathan Kim
Nicole Dailee Lang
Aliecia Grace Lawson
Larissa Nicole Lengert

* Anthony John Lenza
Jacob Emerson Lewis
Kenneth Jackson Longhurst
Junior Prety Lovinsky
Matthew Alan MacQuarrie

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
* denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Sonal Malhotra
Gyasi Ajani Marshall
Priscilla Andrea Marti
John Jeremy Matlock
Amy Lynn Matthews
Kevin Lloyd McBean
Cheryl Anne McDermott
Natasha Jasmine McGoughlin
Jilana Nadia McIntyre
Nathalia Patricia Mercado
Michelle Marie Michaels
Andrea Estelle Milcent
Camilo Arturo Montoya
Ravene Moore
Malorie Marlene Murach
Anisha Nazrul
Sarah Nieves
Tyler Raul Ojeda

*** Brandon Andrew Ortiz-Fynan
Felix Rodrigo Ospina, Jr.
Laurn Nicole Parra
Stanley Lindell Pearce
Dillon Andrew Persson
Justin Anthony Juanatz Powe
Elijah Gary Christopher Putnam
Steven A. Ramos, Jr.
Coleman Gregory Rau
Dallas Charles Raynor
Ronnie Lee Richardson, Jr.
Devan Rae Richenberg
Crystal Brittany Rodriguez
Tito Carlos Rodriguez
Danielle Nichole Russell
Elizabeth Marita Rydell
Patrick S. Saltana
Leon Dominique Samuels
Danielle Elizabeth Sasportas
Terrance Earl Schofield II
Loryn Rebecca Schopke
Megan Marie Schupp
Rozina Yasmin Sheikh
Henry Eli Shultz
Kimberly Ann Shrute
Danraj Singh
Alexander Barry Skillling
Tre’Quan Marquell Douglas Smith
Kadeem Anthony Stewart

* Patrick Stone
Nicholas James Sweet
Charles Edward Tapounet
Sateria Latrice Thomas
Tracy Lee Tolf

* Victoria Maria Toth

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Applications Science BAS-Software Development
Kesha Nicole Phyfer
Harold Roberto Rolon

*** William Daniel Thomas
Joshua Steven Townsend
* Summer Roy Wolford

Applied Science BAS-Supervision and Administration
Nicholas Robbins Leon

Bachelor of Applied Science

Applied Science BAS-Criminal Justice
DeeMarie Diaz
Jamey Darrell Hamilton

Applied Science BAS-Health Services Administration
Tasha L. Mitchell
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Sara Kaylyn Acevedo
Ebony Charity Adsade
Brittany Marie Alvarado
Alyssa Dianne Amrhein
Samantha Angela Arribas
* Katelyn Marie Bates
Kaitlyn Junelle Becker
Ashlee Judith Bentley-Montanaro
Rebekah Michelle Bourque
Veronica Caamano
Ana Maria Cabrera
Breanna Lin Carmany
Montanojo Elizabeth Ciccwisw
Heather Rene’ Clayton
Madelyn Jean Clifford
Elizabeth Hilda Colburn
Olivia Jade Coriati
Shannon Marie Dearruejo
Catherine Lorene Dewitt
Stephanie Anne Diamond
William Aleksandr Dowudom
Danielle Ann Dullum
Samantha Jane Durand
Andria Elizabeth Fabert
Caitlin Ciara Fry
Anna Grace Gazaway
Maria Cristina Giangreco
Juliette Marthia Gustave
Krystal Guzman
Taylor Morgan Hannatty
Kaycie Lynn Hataway
Amanda Paige Heahilke
Emily Elizabeth Horvath
Cristina Lynn Jones
* Haley Nicole Keen
Samantha Jane Kendrick
*** Sara Pendleton Landis
Stephanie Marie LaRussa
Chelsey Gabrielle Lazzopina
Caitlin Nicole Levandoski
*** Jordan Taylor Maggard
Kristen Dellsandra Mayorga
Kaitlin Marissa Miller
Nico Milanes Morolla
Ashley Elizabeth Muse
Amanda Louise Neuhardt
Hannah Brook Pafford
Shannon Taylor Panzini
** Jazmyne Charelle Patterson

** Maria Peloro
Juliette Omaya Perez
Peter Lee Petersen III
Jessica Thanh Phamnguyen
Ciera Marie Pinheiro
Brittany Gayle Piper
*** Anna Catherine Porter
Sandra Ivonne Quinones
Jon David Rhodes Rees
Amber Nicole Ripley
Robin Marie Chua Rivera
Erica Ann Robes
Lauren Breena Rosenfeld
Sandra Isabel Santana
Natalie Lynn Shelton
Nicole Lynn Sievers
Shellbee Noel Simmons
Kelsey Ann Smith
Michelle Marie Stone
** Dana Mercedes Taferliski
Gabriela Tamayo
Romina Jalilzadeh Tehranii
Jennifer Ann Vazquez
Ashley Marie Vermette
Kara Lindsay Vonada
Emily Cale Walker
Tony-Audia Walker
* McKenzie Margaret Weakly
LyTysha Lee Weimann
Tashena Lecia-Simone Wellington
Hannah Marie Whipple
Megan Elizabeth White

Hospitality Management BS
Nicholas Carmine Alberta
Israel Ben Stephen Allmand
Mara Alicia Alvarado-Zegarra
Adria Nicole Amio
Chad Michael Ankers
Varunthorn Apiratitham
Lana Arezina
Robert William Asen
Connor Dane Baldovski
Tiffany Talia Barcos
*** Natalie Frances Beal
Jessica Danielle Berry
Jennifer Bickert
Alexander Lawrence Blacke
Cassandra Elaine Bolles
Gustavo Bonilla, Jr.
Christopher Mark Boston
Abigail Lee Brass

Jacqueline Katrina Bucklan
Maranda S. Byrd
Veronica Caamano
Gal Cahtlon
Bria Alexis Callahan
Andrew Chai Suh Chang
Jared Matthew Chernay
Robert James Clay
Desiree Lynn Collier
Brittany Nicole Contos
Mariana Cooper
Spencer Thomas Cotton
Crystal Lynn Davis
Elizabeth Deleon
Brianna Diane Demaree
Melissa Annie Dinh
Clayton R. Dixon
Michele Donahue
Derrin Yvonne Donohue
Erinn Hayley Drury
Kayleen Vanessa Duong
Jessica Victoria Elliott
Brianna Celeste Erwin
Andrea Amelia Fassi
Kari Danielle Faulkner
Cheryce-Beth Feeke
Soray Michelle Fernandez-Hazourey
Marina Sheridan Flaherty
Jennifer Lee Fleming
Christina Lorraine Furbush
Michelle Brianna Garcia
Samantha Lynn Glass
Megan Riley Godfrey
Gerald Joseph Goodie, Jr.
*** Katherine Mariya Grossman
Sierra Renee Hack
Kirsten Ann Hannabass
Jacqueline Janet Harris
Emma Louise Harwood
Jessica Leona Hightower
Ashantia D. Hill
Gemima Hippolyte
*** Lilla Hollos
Yuwen Song Hood
Emily Elizabeth Horvath
JohnMax Marius Howland
Cassandra Marie Hrevnak
Kayla Aundrae Ingram
Meghan Lillian Ireland
Esperanza Lynette Jackson
Daniel Eric Johnson
Rachael Nicole Jolles
Kristen Rene Jones

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Rachel Marie Jones  
* Haley Nicole Keen  
Julia Devina Khan  
Amrith Khatwani  
Kristen A. Krueger  
Mahtian Cristiana Lainez  
Shannon Renee Land  
Stephanie Marie LaRussa  
Kayla Ruth Legge  
* Maria Valentina Logan  
Dennis James Lorence, Jr.  
** Jordan Taylor Maggard  
Rajiv Mohan Mahelal  
Taylor Malin  
Minal Malacia  
Andrea Kathleen Marquinez-Wulf  
August Jade Martin  
Lina Del Mar Marulanda Villegas  
Chase Alexander Matheison  
Joshua Alleyne Mathlin  
Breille Williford Meltzer  
* Christopher Robert Mena  
Lauren Ashley Mitchell  
Aaron Alexander Moore  
Julia Cathryn Morris  
Tim Joseph Mullin  
Giang Quynh Nguyen  
* Emily Nicole Norton  
* Kelsey Jane O'Connor  
** Emily Rose Osteen  
Karolyn Paes-Souza  
Maria Peloro  
Alexi Jasmine Perdomo  
Marisabel Alejandro Perez  
** Sarah Louise Perry  
Adelyn Victoria Peters  
* Meagan Bureau Peters  
Shannon Maria Philbin  
Christina Parker Pitman  
Kiersten Pressnell  
Maria Camila Quijano  
* Taylor Morgan Reed  
Rachele Taylor Rees  
* Lauren Elizabeth Roberds  
Taylor Jeannell Elizabeth Robertson  
Poulette Charlene Roman Colon  
Austin Andrew Rowe  
Kevin Barry Ruane  
Sabrina Russell  
Stephanie Sanchez  
Danielle Marie Sansone  
Taylor Marie Schlotter  
Ryan Matthew Schroeder  
Jordan Charles Schwartz  
Kendall Brooke Sein  
Grace K. Sheridan  
Nicole Lynn Sievers  
*** Emily Christine Sievert  
Cecilia Cherri Simmermacher  
Shelbee Noel Simmons  
Anita Smith  
Justin Stanley Smith  
*** Daliana Maria Soltero  
Ashlee Mae Steavens  
Allie Danielle Stone  
Alexis Nicole Strickland  
Matthew Richard Stuart  
Lorenzo Alejandro Torres  
Stacy Hien Tran  
Kazuki Tsunami  
Amy Elizabeth Tupper  
Carla Adriana Urcia  
Lauren Alyssa Uruqiju  
Claudia Maria Valentin Ocasio  
Melissa Amber Van Lengen  
Jennifer Ann Vazquez  
George Emil Vega  
Lillian Michelle Velez  
Christina M. Vigo  
* Anh Vu  
Julianne Leigh Walsh  
Ciara Washington  
Kimberly Nicole West  
Haley Joy Wieland  
*** Lyndsi Rose Williams  
*** Hannah Marie Wismer  
Jane Ball Wommack  

Hospitality Management BS-Professional Tennis Management

Mark Douglas Bond

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management

Sean Robert Dunphy  
Jason Kyle Pascarella  
Steven Shiloh Skinner  
Julia Louise Taylor

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS

Jose Miguel Aguileria  
* Patricia Lauren Angeron  
Connor Dane Baldovski  
Flint Joseph Burns  
Alma Victoria Duran  
Alexa Danielle Henrici  
Megan Arlene Johnson  
Caitlin Nicole Levandoski  
Lauren Ashley Mitchell  
Aaron Alexander Moore  
Adelyn Victoria Peters  
Kaitlyn Alexandra Raiff  
Kathy Rodriguez  
Kyleneara Renee Salley  
Alexis Nicole Samuels  
Anjelica M. Supriana  
Ashley Gabrielle Walker

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
*** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The Commencement Ceremony and Academic Regalia

The Academic Procession has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degrees is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. A representative of the Faculty Senate certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long and a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with silk in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today. The colors of the master hoods are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as Second Language</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre</td>
<td>Brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| College of Arts and Humanities |
|-------------------------------|---------------------|
| Creative Writing              | Brown               |
| Digital Media                 | Brown               |
| Emerging Media                | Brown               |
| English                       | White               |
| Film                          | Brown               |
| Foreign Languages             | White               |
| History                       | White               |
| Interactive Entertainment     | White               |
| Music                         | Pink                |
| Spanish                       | White               |
| Teaching English as Second Language | White            |
| Theatre                       | Brown               |
**College of Business Administration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>Drab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Education and Human Performance**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Light Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Engineering and Computer Science**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Graduate Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Health and Public Affairs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders</td>
<td>Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Midnight Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Sciences</td>
<td>Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration</td>
<td>Peacock Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning</td>
<td>Blue-Violet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Medicine**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotechnology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Nursing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>Apricot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Optics and Photonics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optics and Photonics</td>
<td>Aqua</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**College of Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Crimson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>Dark Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology</td>
<td>Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Computing</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rosen College of Hospitality Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISCIPLINE</th>
<th>COLOR OF DISCIPLINE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management</td>
<td>Pineapple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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**College Gonfalons**

The gonfalon originated in the medieval state of Italy as an ensign of the state of office. The UCF gonfalons designate the university seal, the various colleges, and the core values of *The UCF Creed*. The colors of the university, black and gold, are joined together in a UCF star common to all colleges.

**The University Mace**

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle; but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the UCF library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF’s mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia, and wood craftsman David Conway.

**The Presidential Medallion**

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: *Accent on the Individual* and *Accent on Excellence*.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, *Reach for the Stars*. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Honorary Degrees Awarded

December 1969  Kurt H. Debus, Doctor of Engineering Science
June 1970  John W. Young, Doctor of Applied Sciences
March 1973  Louis C. Murray, Doctor of Public Service
August 1974  Fred C. Clayton, Doctor of Professional Engineering
August 1978  Richard F. Livingston, Doctor of Business Administration
June 1979  Albert F. Hegenberger, Doctor of Engineering Science
Lee R. Scherer, Doctor of Engineering Science
December 1979  Joseph Daniel Duffey, Doctor of Humane Letters
June 1980  Thelma Vivian Jackson Dudley, Doctor of Humanities
Howard Phillips, Doctor of Public Service
December 1981  Gene Burns, Master of Letters
April 1982  Andrew Duda, Jr., Doctor of Agricultural Service
Ferdinand Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
John Duda, Doctor of Agricultural Service
Robert J. Whalen, Doctor of Engineering Science
July 1982  Mary Jo Davis, Doctor of Public Service
William E. Davis, Doctor of Public Service
December 1982  Joseph A. Boyd, Doctor of Engineering Science
July 1983  J. W. Hubler, Doctor of Engineering Science
Charles Wadsworth, Doctor of Public Service
December 1984  Allan E. Gotieb, Doctor of Laws
May 1985  George J. Becker, Jr., Doctor of Public Service
Jerry Collins, Doctor of Public Service
D. Robert Graham, Doctor of Public Service
Walter O. Lowrie, Doctor of Engineering Science
William C. Schwartz, Doctor of Engineering Science
March 1986  Isaac Bashevis Singer, Doctor of Letters
October 1988  Elic Wiesel, Doctor of Letters
December 1988  Sven Caspersen, Doctor of Engineering Science
John D. Holloway, Doctor of Public Service
Wolfgang-Detlef Petri, Doctor of Commercial Science
May 1989  Frank M. Hubbard, Doctor of Public Service
David Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters
William S. Jenkins, Doctor of Humane Letters
James C. Robinson, Doctor of Public Service
Charles N. Millican, Doctor of Laws
May 1990  Helen Harris Perlman, Doctor of Humane Letters
Thaddeus Seymour, Doctor of Letters
May 1991  Roald Hoffman, Doctor of Science
May 1993  Buell G. Duncan, Jr., Doctor of Commercial Science
May 1995  Norman R. Augustine, Doctor of Engineering Science
December 1995  Jesse Stone, Doctor of Humane Letters
April 1996  Nicolaas Bloembergen, Doctor of Science
December 1996  Richard A. Nunis, Doctor of Public Service
May 1997  Maxwell C. King, Doctor of Public Service
Joe R. Lee, Doctor of Commercial Science
August 1998  Trevor Colbourn, Doctor of Humane Letters
December 1998  Linda W. Chapin, Doctor of Public Service
Oscar Arias, Doctor of Humane Letters
December 1999  Reubin Askew, Doctor of Public Service
Desmond Tutu, Doctor of Humane Letters
June 2000  Lotfi Zadeh, Doctor of Science
James Bacchus, Doctor of Public Services
Richard M. Karp, Doctor of Science
June 2001  LeRoy T. Walker, Sr., Doctor of Public Service
Richard M. DeVos, Sr., Doctor of Commercial Science
October 2002  Albert Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
Nancy Burnett, Doctor of Commercial Science
Robert E. Kahn, Doctor of Science
G. Vince Amico, Doctor of Science
Lester Mandell, Doctor of Commercial Science
Harriet Elam-Thomas, Doctor of Public Service
Aníbal Acevedo Vila, Doctor of Public Science
Rita Bornstein, Doctor of Human Letters
Charles Hard Townes, Doctor of Science
Robert Vander Weide, Doctor of Commerce
Howard Lance, Doctor of Science
Jerry S. Roth, Doctor of Commercial Science
James A. Hinson, Doctor of Public Service
Sanford Shugart, Doctor of Humane Letters
William Jefferson Clinton, Doctor of Humane Letters
Michael M. Crow, Doctor of Human Letters
Judith A. Albertson, Doctor of Humane Letters
Phyllis A. Klock, Doctor of Commercial Science
Alan Ginsburg, Doctor of Public Service
Richard Walsh, Doctor of Commercial Science
J. Charles Gray, Doctor of Public Service
John Skipper, Doctor of Humane Letters
Alan Eustace, Doctor of Business
Mohammad bin Fahd bin Abdulaziz Al Saud, Doctor of Public Service
Leonard E. Williams, Sr., Doctor of Public Service

President John C. Hitt with Dr. Phyllis A. Klock.
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Degrees Conferred

- B.A. Bachelor of Arts
- B.A.B.A. Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration
- B.A.S. Bachelor of Applied Science
- B.Des. Bachelor of Design in Architecture
- B.F.A. Bachelor of Fine Arts
- B.M. Bachelor of Music
- B.M.E. Bachelor of Music Education
- B.S. Bachelor of Science
- B.S.As.E. Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- B.S.B.A. Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- B.S.C.E. Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- B.S.Cp.E. Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- B.S.ConE Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering
- B.S.E.E. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- B.S.E.E.T. Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
- B.S.Env.E. Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering
- B.S.I.E. Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
- B.S.M.E. Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- B.S.N. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- B.S.P.S.E. Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering
- B.S.W. Bachelor of Social Work
- D.N.P. Doctor of Nursing Practice
- D.P.T. Doctor of Physical Therapy
- Ed.D. Doctor of Education
- Ed.S. Education Specialist
- M.A. Master of Arts
- M.A.A.E. Master of Arts in Applied Economics
- M.A.T. Master of Arts in Teaching
- M.P.A. Master of Public Administration
- M.B.A. Master of Business Administration
- M.D. Doctor of Medicine
- M.Ed. Master of Education
- M.F.A. Master of Fine Arts
- M.N.M. Master of Nonprofit Management
- M.S. Master of Science
- M.S.A. Master of Science in Accounting
- M.S.A.E. Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- M.S.B.M. Master of Sports Business Management
- M.S.C.E. Master of Science in Civil Engineering
- M.S.Cp.E. Master of Science in Computer Engineering
- M.S.E.E. Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
- M.S.Env.E. Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
- M.S.I.E. Master of Science in Industrial Engineering
- M.S.M. Master of Science in Management
- M.S.M.E. Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- M.S.M.S.E. Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering
- M.S.N. Master of Science in Nursing
- M.S.R.E. Master of Science in Real Estate
- M.S.T. Master of Science in Taxation
- M.S.W. Master of Social Work
- Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy

Diploma Distribution Information

Approximately 6-10 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists, and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into MyUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate.

For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.

Congratulations, graduates!

Lost and found items may be turned in or claimed at Guest Services, located at the main entrance on the second level. All University of Central Florida campus activities, events, programs, and facilities are available to all students of any race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and veterans’ status with due respect to law and the university’s philosophy of respect for individual and personal dignity.
UCF ALMA MATER

All hail to Alma Mater whose banner black and gold,
Will wave in fame and splendor as the passing years unfold.
May loyalty and friendship, within our hearts unite,
And light the star to guide us ever upward in our flight.
With honor and affection our friendship will renew,
We sing of thee our Alma Mater ever true.
This commencement program will be available at http://commencement.ucf.edu/2017/summer/archive for download as a PDF beginning Monday, December 18, 2017.